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Abstract

The aim of this PhD is to write a collection of poetry on 'literary lesbians'.  One 

chapter is on Sappho, another on Gertrude and Alice followed by Virginia and Vita 

and Djuna.  Hence the collection focuses mainly on modernist lesbian writers.   

One of the aims of the exegesis is to read Merleau-Ponty in different historical 

time periods.  The first chapter of the exegesis looks at the poetry of Michael Field in 

the Victorian period.  Merleau-Ponty read in Michael Field subverts the gender norms 

of Ancient Greece and Victorian England.  This occurs through the authorship of 

Michael Field and the poetry.  Michael Field is the male pseudonym of the lesbian 

authors Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper.  I read Merleau-Ponty's double vision of 

the flesh into their authorship which destablizes the traditional Victorian male viewing 

of subject and female object.  For Michael Field women enact both sides of the 

subject/object dichotomy.  In their poetry I read a negation of the reversibility of the 

flesh that deconstructs the Ancient Greek and Victorian construction of femininity as 

death. 

The second chapter of my exegesis reads Merleau-Ponty in the modernist 

poetics of Gertrude Stein.  In this chapter I read Merleau-Ponty, like Stein, as 

modernist.  The object is important to Merleau-Ponty's ideas on perception.  For 

Merleau-Ponty to look at the object is also to 'inhabit' the object (1962, 68).  In the 

same way, I argue that nationalistic objects inhabit the lesbian body in the work of 

Stein.  This includes: the Caesar; the salute; the One; the Man; the gun; the war 

machine (the battle of Verdun); the veteran; the Ford (the capitalist machine of 

Fordism); Husband/Wife/General/Little Jew (marriage as public law). 

In the third chapter I read Merleau-Ponty in the postmodern era through 

Working Hot by Kathleen Mary Fallon.  The historical context of the reception of 

Working Hot involves the influences of postmodernism and postmodern feminism that 

challenges older orthodox liberal feminism.  For this chapter I read the way Merleau-

Ponty disregards the object and returns to the body in the moment of one's experience.  

I read in Working Hot Merleau-Ponty's key concepts of the pre-objective body, the 

body as words and the synthesis of the thing.  The pre-objective body in Working Hot 

destablizes the Cartesian subject and heralds the demise of modernity.  For the body 

as words to speak, a part of the body is to make contact with that body part.  My 

reading of the synthesis of the thing in Working Hot shows the body to be a synergic 
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system.  Here, the subject of knowledge is secondary to the dynamism of the body. 

In the collection like the exegesis on Stein I critique Stein's collaboration with 

the Vichy regime.  
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Introduction 

The main purpose of this thesis was to write a collection of poetry.  Thematically, I 

was always fascinated by lesbian writers.  Modernist lesbian writers were the first I 

knew of.  This includes: Gertrude Stein and Alice B Toklas; Virginia Woolf and Vita 

Sackville-West.  Notably I was intrigued by their sexuality.  Its fluidity, ambiguity and 

openness.  Their indiscretions such as Vita Sackville-West's famous affair with Mary 

Garman who was married to the poet Roy Campbell.  Their public queerness at such 

an early time in history: the turn of the twentieth century.  My enthusiasm for feminist 

and queer theory invigorated my interest for these lesbian figures.   

Correspondingly, my fascination with the sexuality of these famous women 

writers would attract a theorist for my exegesis concerned with the body such as 

Merleau-Ponty.  Merleau-Ponty's theories of the body foreground the importance of 

the senses over the rationality of the Cartesian subject of knowledge.  Instead of 

saying ‘I think therefore I am’, Merleau-Ponty says, ‘I am my body’. 

Yet, Merleau-Ponty does not consider gender in his nineteen-forties phenomenology.  

For Merleau-Ponty the normal objective body is the masculine body (1962, 156).  

Jeffner Allan critiques existentialism's equation of the masculine with the human 

(cited in Sobchack 1992, 149).  Judith Butler and Iris Young focusing specifically on 

Merleau-Ponty say the same (cited in Sobchack 1992, 150-151).  Elizabeth Grosz goes 

so far as to argue: 'The question of what other types of human experience, what other 

modalities of perception, what other relations, subjects may have with objects is not, 

cannot be raised in the terms he develops' (1994, 110).  However, Merleau-Ponty can 

be read through feminism, and women writers such as I have chosen to address gender 

and feminist debates through his theory. 

One concept of Merleau-Ponty’s that relates to both the poetry and the 

exegesis of this thesis is the concept of flesh.  Flesh is a single texture comprised of 

both the visible (the flesh of the world) and the seeing body (flesh of the body).  

Despite this single element the observer and the things we see are never completely 

unified, leaving the way for difference in Merleau-Ponty’s conceptualization (Evans 

2008, 187;188-9).  However, Merleau-Ponty wants to blend the visible with the seeing 

body as much as possible (Evans 2008, 187).  The visible and the viewer form a 

couple where their roles are swapped: the seer sees him or herself and the visible see 

the viewers (Evans 2008, 187).  This is the reversibility of the flesh where ‘the flesh 

“coils back upon itself” sees itself or touches itself by dividing itself into “the flesh of 
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the world” and the “flesh of the body”, into the “sensible” and the “self-sensing” or 

“sentient”’ (Evans 2008, 188).   

There are other forms of reversibility beside the visible and the viewer; this 

includes other human beings and the one who sees (Evans 2008, 192).  This is where 

Merleau-Ponty’s concept of the reversibility of the flesh relates to the poetry in this 

thesis—that is—the lesbian intercorporeity of: Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas; 

Virginia Woolf and Vita Sackville-West; Djuna Barnes and Thelma Wood (Simon).  

The coupling of the intercorporeity of Gertrude Stein as Double D and Alice B. 

Toklas as Babette is evident in my poem ‘The Unravelling of Babette’: 

  Nothing could underestimate the significance of that 
  night, the night, French nights.  The double flesh of 
  Double D is a double night.  A night and day in the 
  dawn.  A night and day in one night.  That night 
  together they were constantly thinking the two as one. 

The flesh is activated by the invisibility of the night—a truth which brings 

about all visibility (Evans 2008, 190). 

Another form of reversibility is between perception and expression.  Merleau-

Ponty writes: ‘And henceforth movement, touch, vision applying themselves to the 

other and to themselves, return toward their source and, in the patient and silent labor 

of desire, begin the paradox of expression’ (1968, 144).  In this example from ‘The 

Unravelling of Babette’ the modes of expression are music and language.  I write: 

‘Double D’s operatic voice doubled against itself like skin, like flesh.  Double D 

disliked French keys but loved French words’.   

In Chapter One of my exegesis, ‘The Queer Sapphic Touch of Michael Field’ I 

read the reversibility of the flesh in the poetry and authorship of the lesbian Victorian 

writers Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper under the male pseudonym Michael 

Field. Instead of the male author as subject and the female as object in love poetry 

Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper are both subject and object as female authors in 

their complementary double vision of the flesh.  In their work, Long Ago the Ancient 

Greek and Victorian construct of women as death and men as life is subverted through 

a double negation of the flesh.  In the torsion of the reversibility of the flesh death is 

doubled against itself.  For example the Victorian construction of Sappho as dying 

from unrequited love by Ovid is given back to death.  Field writes, 'O Hades take this 

heart these limbs that yearn/Yea I will give them thine Ash for thine urn' (xxxii).   

In the first chapter of my exegesis I write on the topic of Sapphic flesh.  This 
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relates to the first chapter of my poetry entitled ‘Sappho’.  Here a Sapphic vortex of 

negation is present.  I write: ‘Nightingales haunt me/tired of the threat/the incision of 

my tongue’. 

In chapter two of my exegesis, ‘The Fascist Poetic Objects of Gertrude Stein’, I 

read Merleau-Ponty through Gertrude Stein in the modernist era.  Although for 

Merleau-Ponty the body is not an object, objects are still central to him.  Merleau-

Ponty views perception as ending in objects.  He says, 'Our perception ends in objects 

and the object once constituted, appears as all the reason for all the experience of it 

which we have had or could have' (1962, 67).  In chapter two I focus on the objects 

that inhabit the lesbian body in the work of Gertrude Stein.  This includes: Caesar; the 

salute; the One; the Man; the gun; the war machine (the battle of verdun); the veteran; 

the Ford (the capitalist machine of Fordism); Husband/Wife/General/Little Jew 

(marriage as public law).  In addition the master/slave dialectic is important to 

Merleau-Ponty where the body is objectified.  Merleau-Ponty says, 'Saying that I have 

a body is thus a way of saying that I can be seen as an object and that I can try to be 

seen as a subject, that another can be my master or my slave so that shame and 

shamelessness espress the dialectic of the plurality of consciousness and have a 

metaphysical significance' (1962, 167).   

The objectification of the master/slave dichotomy is similar to the fascist politics 

of modernity.  Similarly,  Gertrude Stein collaborated with the Vichy regime in France 

during the second world war.  This chapter is influenced by Barbara Will’s book, 

Unlikely Collaboration: Gertrude Stein, Bernard Fay, and the Vichy Dilemma.  Here, 

Will outlines how Gertrude Stein translated thirty-two of the speeches of Marshal 

Philippe Péetain, head of the collaborationist Vichy government for an American 

audience.  The topic of speeches was the exclusion of Jews and others from the public 

sphere ‘while calling for France to reconcile with Nazi occupiers’ (Will 2011, inner 

sleeve).  The topic of Stein’s collaboration with the Vichy regime is shared with my 

second chapter of poetry ‘Gertrude and Alice’.  In ‘The Machine of Modernism’ I 

write: ’27 Rue de Fleurus/would not exist/without the French right-wing/the 

Republicans and Franco/a lesbian jew/types for an/anti-semitic jewess/no wonder 

Stein's/syntax was off-centre/with the sale/of a Picasso/Toklas saves/a Nazi/from the 

firing squad.  And in ‘Tondue’ I write: ‘While the French police began the first mass 

internment of Jews in the occupied zone an official winks at Gertrude Stein and Alice 

B. Toklas/On other days they go mushrooming or hazelnutting/They are the demonic 
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grimalkins of Lawrence’s imaginary.’ 

Merleau-Ponty also disregards the object and returns to the body in the moment 

of one's experience.  This is the realm of the phenomenological body.  In chapter three 

of my exegesis, I read the phenomenological body in Working Hot by Kathleen Mary 

Fallon in the postmodern era.  Working Hot was received in 1986 and was influenced 

by postmodernism and postmodern feminism.  This new feminism presented a 

challenge to older orthodox liberal feminism.  I read Merleau-Ponty's concepts of the 

pre-objective body, the body as words and the synthesis of the thing in Working Hot.  

The pre-objective body can be read in Working Hot challenging Cartesianism, the 

master/slave dialectic and bringing about the decline of modernity.  The body as 

words demonstrates how the mentioning of a body part such as 'tit' is to also make 

contact with that body part.  This is an active relationship with parts of the body that is 

not one of objectification whereby gender is destabilized.  I read the synthesis of the 

thing in Working Hot where the body is a synergic system of the inter-communication 

of the senses.  The cunt is 'a cunt-eye' where the subject of knowledge is secondary to 

the body and the gaze is not disembodied. 

I was also fascinated by these lesbian writers in both my poetry and my exegesis 

as historical subjects.  One of my methods in using Merleau-Ponty was to demonstrate 

the way Merleau-Ponty can be read in different historical periods.    This is why I 

chose Michael Field (Ancient Greece and Victorian England), Gertrude Stein  

(Modernism) and Kathleen Mary Fallon (Australian postmodernism).  I didn’t choose 

to write about Virginia Woolf in my exegesis as she is not a poet.  In choosing Field, 

Stein and Fallon I am tracing a development of experimental and diverse lesbian 

poetic form.  I didn’t choose to write about Vita Sackville-West and Djuna Barnes in 

my exegesis as I already had the modernist giant Gertrude Stein.  In tracing a legacy 

and an influence and a shaping of a literary culture I deliberately chose to focus on the 

iconic lesbian voice of Gertrude Stein.     
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The Queer Sapphic Touch of Michael Field 

 

In the following I will give a reading of the embodiment theory of Merleau-Ponty to 

articulate the lesbian body in the work of the Victorian poet Michael Field.  The aim is 

to show how such a reading of the female body allows lesbian possession in the 

double vision of the authorship of Michael Field.  This disrupts the dominant model of 

gender and sexual asymmetry in Ancient Greek and Victorian culture.  The female 

body in the poetry of the Michael Field is embodied in at least two conceptualizations 

of Merleau-Ponty’s theories of the corporeal.  These are the notions of the 

inseparability of the idea and the body and the reversibility of the flesh.  The 

reversibility of the flesh occurs through vision, touch and sound.  This is defined by 

Merleau-Ponty as a movement between visible/seeing, touch/touching that occurs 

through the “dehiscence of the flesh” (The Visible and the Invisible 146).  The 

reversibility of the flesh also embodies the authorship of Michael Field as this too is 

an idea that stands in for the body.  The single authorship of Michael Field is the 

creation of the collaboration of Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper as two lesbian 

women writers in Victorian England.  The female body in the authorial invention of 

Michael Field embodies a lesbian double vision of the reversibility of the flesh.  This 

embodiment subverts the dominant order of gender and sexuality in Ancient Greece 

and Victorian England.  Michael Field's first book of poetry Long Ago is a re-writng 

of the ancient Greek myth of Sappho in Victorian England.  Sapphic flesh in Long 

Ago embodies the double vision and sensation of the reversibility of the flesh and the 

Sapphic gaze.  The reversibility of Sapphic flesh is a torsion, a turning inside out, a 

negation of itself that subverts the Ancient Greek and Victorian construction of 

femininity as death and masculinity as life.  Bronfen in Over Her Dead Body defines 

this fully where “femininity” is associated with “disorder, pollution, nature, separation 

and death” and  “masculinity” is affiliated with “order, purity, society, culture, 

integration and life” (197).  From a queer perspective Sue Ellen Case defines this 

equation in terms of sexuality as “hetero=sex=life and homo=sex=unlife” (384).  Yet, 

the Roman poet Ovid translates Sappho as Lesbian into heterosex where the 

unrequited love for the fisherman Phaon brings about her suicide.  Hence, I contend 

that Feminisms and queer are compatable methodologies as both “queer” people and 

women are configured as death within the “generational production” of patriarchy 
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(Case 384).  Bronfen adds that female sexuality is not only seen as “flawed” and as 

“death” in Ancient Greek culture but also “anti-thetical to cultural procreation” (199).  

Both the lesbian double vision of the authorial invention of Michael Field and the 

turning of palpation back upon itself in Sapphic embodiment subvert the heterosexism 

of Ancient Greece and Victorian England.  First I will speak of the embodiment of the 

authorial invention of Michael Field then I will speak of Sapphic Flesh in Long Ago.  

 The authorship of Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper involves doubling, 

division and the creation of “the sole body” of Michael Field.  Merleau-Ponty talks 

about the doubling of vision, he says: 

  as soon as I see, it is necessary that the vision. . . be doubled 
  with a compliamentary vision or with another vision: myself 
  seen from without, such as another would see me, installed  
  in the midst of the visible, occupied in considering it from  
  a certain spot.  (The Visible and the Invisible 134)  

Merleau-Ponty says that the viewer “cannot possess the visible unless he [sic] 

is possessed by it unless he is of it” (The Visible and the Invisible 134).  In the same 

way the doubling of the visible is evident in the authorial relationship of Katherine 

Bradley and Edith Cooper as Michael Field in their poem “A Girl”.  Angela Leighton 

believes that “A Girl” is written by Katherine Bradley for Edith Cooper (1992, 231).  

The poem demonstrates a divided dual authorship in that the poem is at first written 

by Bradley but finished by Cooper.  The divided nature of their authorship is also 

evident as Katherine called herself Michael and Edith called herself Field.  In “A Girl” 

Bradley appropriates what Liard calls “the convention of a single (male) speaker, 

while gazing at his youthful beloved, [who] utters his love for her” (116).  Bradley 

appropriates this normally “single (male) speaker” to speak of her love for a woman, 

Edith.  In the same instance Bradley also co-opts what is normally the locus of the 

male gaze to demonstrate a lesbian articulation of Merleau-Ponty's notion of the 

double vision.  Katherine Bradley as viewer possesses the vision of “A Girl” (Edith) 

by writing her vision of her by becoming this vision in language and the elemental: 

  A girl 
  Her soul a deep-wave pearl 
  Dim, lucent of all lovely mysteries 
  A face flowered for hearts ease 
  A brow's grace soft as seas 
  Seen through faint forest-trees: 
  A mouth, the lips apart, 
  Like aspen-leaflets tembling in the breeze 
  From her tempestuous heart 
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  Such: and our souls knit 
  I leave a page half-writ 
  The work begun 
  Will be to heaven's conception done 
  If she came to it.   
  (Underneath the Bough 68-69) 

The relationship of Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper also creates a single 

authorship as Michael Field that embodies Merleau-Ponty's notion of double visibility, 

touch or the reversibility of the flesh.  The male single authorship of Michael Field as 

Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper becomes what Merleau-Ponty calls “one sole 

body”.  Katherine Bradley creates a vision of a girl as Edith on the page where 

Katherine too is this vision.  A page does not feel but a page is still sensible, 

perceptible to the viewer re-creating the relationship between viewer/seeing of “A 

Girl” in the reversibility of the flesh.  The page is also tactile and the vision of the 

poem conveys the sensible reproducing the relation between touch/touching.  This 

also occurs in “the one sole body” of the single authorship of Michael Field as 

Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper.  On the binding relationship between 

visible/vision and touch/touching that creates “a sole body”.  Merleau-Ponty says: 

  It is bound in such a way as to make up with them  
  the experience of one sole body before one sole 
  world, through a possibility for reversion,  
  reconversion of its language into theirs, transfer 
  and reversal posed to the world of all the others, 
  but surrounded by it, levied off from it, and all 
  together are a sentient in general before a sensible 
  in general.  (The Visible and the Invisible 142) 

The sole body is the single authorship of Michael Field, a sentient body surrounded by 

a sensible page that also involves “reversion, [or] reconversion” of a male convention 

of language into a lesbian one.  The division of the sentient from the sensible in the 

reversibility of the flesh is what allows communication. 

 The divided authorship of Michael Field as Katherine Bradley and Edith 

Cooper demonstrates the thickness of the reversability of the flesh.  According to 

Merleau-Ponty the thickness of the flesh creates the relationship between 

vision/visible involving distance that creates proximity.  This distance of the thickness 

of the flesh- like division also brings about difference and communication (The Visible 

and the Invisible 135).  Merleau-Ponty says: 

  It is that the thickness of flesh between the seer and the 
  thing is constitutive for the thing of its visibility as for 
  the seer of his (sic) corporeity; it is not an obstacle  
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  between them, it is their means of communication.   
  (The Visible and the Invisible 135). 

In the same way the division of the authorship of Michael Field allows the double 

vision of the reversability of the flesh to communicate creating the visibility of the 

poem and the female corporeality of Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper. 

 Bradley and Cooper's poem “A Girl” speaks of the division of the flesh: the 

mouth or the lips.  The lips are described in the simile of leaves, “A mouth, the lips 

apart/Like aspen-leaflets trembling in the breeze” (Underneath the Bough 68-69).  

Similarly, Merleau-Ponty also describes the body as “a being of two leaves”.  The 

simile of poplar leaves to describe the mouth is sensuous, tactile and in motion, 

“trembling”.  The lips are also apart, divided yet this creates communication between 

the two orders of the body.  The simile of the lips as leaves represents the movement 

from side to side as vision/seeing, touch/touching as the unication of the double order 

of the lesbian flesh.  Merleau-Ponty expands on how the body is a being of two 

leaves: 

  We say therefore that our body is a being of two leaves, 
  from one side a thing among things and otherwise what  
  sees them and touches them; we say because it is evident 
  that it unites these two properties within itself and its 
  double belongingness to the order of the 'object' and 
  the order of the 'subject' reveals to us quite unexpected 
  relations between the two orders.   
   (The Visible and the Invisible 137) 

The authorship of Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper as Michael Field is both 

subject and object.  Katherine writing as a male subject (Michael Field) about “A 

Girl” (Edith) embodying the object.  Edith also replies to her “objectification” as a 

subject in “A Girl”.  Merleau-Ponty's description of dual embodiment captures the 

sole course of the authorship of Michael Field and the movement left to right of the 

gaze across the page.  Merleau-Ponty defines this as: 

  … two segments of one sole circular course which goes 
  above from left to right and below from right to left but 
  which is but one sole movement in its two phases.   
  (The Visible and the Invisible 138) 

 

The double vision of the lesbian embodiment of Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper 

as Michael Field that involves the “reversion” of a tradition of male heterosexual 

language, vision and desire breaks down the gendered and sexual hierarchy of the 

male viewing subject and the female object.  Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper as 
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Michael Field also demonstartes a doubling of masculine and feminine, heterosexual 

and lesbian and man and woman.  In the same way the female authorship of Katherine 

Bradley and Edith Cooper in the single body of Michael Field involves the separate 

authorships of an acting man and an acting woman and the enactment of both a 

masculine and feminine role in their writing as two women.  The female body in the 

poetry of Michael Field also enacts both femininity and masculinity.  In Long Ago 

femininity is embodied in “V” through virginity as death in the metaphor of the 

crushed hyacinth.  Masculinity is embodied in the way Michael Field also buries 

something in Long Ago. Field buries the Victorian unrequited heterosexual 

construction of Sappho as femininity and also buries Phaon as death.  In “XI” she 

wants to bury herself in the unrequited glance of Phaon.  Field writes, “And oh!  To 

bury in thy wave/Lethe, one day, the glance he gave” (Long Ago xxi).  Bronfen states 

that within the central pair of life/death, “mourning is feminine, burial is masculine” 

(197).  Female embodiment in Long Ago enacts both sides of masculinity/femininity 

in the reversability of the flesh as life/death.  Female embodiment in the authorial 

invention of Michael Field also occupies both sides of the male/female dichotomy and 

is simultaneously male and lesbian. 

 The double lesbian vision of Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper in the single 

male pseudoynm Michael Field adopts to simultaneously act out a lesbian and male 

role.  Lesbianism is normally associated with female sexuality, therefore in this sense 

the embodiment of Michael Field involves the doubling of male and female and 

lesbian and male.  This occurs also in Michael Field's poem “XXXVIII”.  This poem 

is about “The Lesbian Singer” who is a man.  Not only does “The Lesbian Singer” 

allow the simultaneous embodiments of lesbian/male, homosexual/male and 

femininity/masculinity, a space is opened where a male can speak of his unrequited 

love.  In this way the dominant construction of Sappho that equates female sexuality 

with unrequited love and death is subverted.  “The Lesbian Singer” is not ashamed to 

admit vulnerability or speak of the role the dominant culture assigns to women.  

Speaking of “The Lesbian Singer” Michael Field says, “He fathomed well what men 

require/He knew the pang of dumb desire/Three strings he added to his lyre” (Long 

Ago Ivi).  Similarly, Michael Field deploys the figure of the Greek prophet Tiresias in 

Long Ago who changes sex from male to female to understand the spiritual 

“mysticism” of the bride (Prins 92).  Tiresias like the authorship of Michael Field 

embodies both sides of the masculinity/femininity, male/female binary and also life 
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and death.  Michael Field writes in “LII”: “Thou hast been woman, and her 

deep/Magnetic mystery dost keep/Thou hast been woman, and canst see/Therefore 

into futurity/It is not that Zeus gave thee power/To look beyond the transient hour/For 

thou hast trod the regions/Where life and death are each begun” (Long Ago lxxix).   

Sapphic flesh also embodies the historical construction of ideas of female 

embodiment.     

 First I will introduce the Sapphic fragment of Philomel in Long Ago and 

Merleau-Ponty’s notion of the vortex.  Then I will define the notion of the 

inseparability of the idea and the body contextualizing this in relation to the history of 

the female Sapphic body.  The Sapphic fragment of Philomel under investigation in 

the poetry of Michael Field is: 

  Then breaks the piercing note 
  From Philomel’s wild throat 
  Passion’s supremest pain 
  That may not hope again.   
  (Long Ago xxxvi). 

In poetry the Philomela from Ancient Greek mythology is referred to as Philomel.  

According to this myth, Philomela is raped by her sister’s husband Tereus.  In Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses Philomela gives a defiant speech against her rape.  Tereus cuts out her 

tongue.  Philomela is turned into a sparrow which is connected to the nightingale, a 

Sapphic vortex, like her broken tongue. 

 Crucial to the Sapphic body in Ancient Greece and Victorian England, 

embodiment for Merleau-Ponty is the notion that the idea is not separate from the 

body.  Philomel’s broken scream in Michael Field is compounded by the ideology of 

unrequited heterosexual love, “Passions supremest pain/That may not hope again” 

(Long Ago xxii).  Ancient Greek Sappho has been understood as a re-writing of the 

original ancient lesbian text of Sappho –that of unrequited heterosexual love in Ovid’s 

Heriodes.  The rise of Classicism in Victorian England is viewed by Yopie Prins as 

being responsible for the reception of Victorian Sappho through this Ovidian 

translation. Similarly, according to Burkert female sexuality in Ancient Greece is also 

connected to the violence of unrequited heterosexual love where male sexuality is 

aligned with murder or war.  He says: 

  In renouncing love, one's frustration can be transformed 
  into aggressive ability. . .  Hunting and war are sanctioned 
  by social custom as tests of manhood, and they take 
  precedence over courtship and marriage.  Man declines to 
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  love in order to kill: this is most graphically demonstrated  
  in the ritual slaughter of the 'virgin,' the potential source  
  both of happy union and of disruptive conflict within the group.   
  (64) 

 Correspondingly, this standing in of the body for the idea is evident in the 

embodiment of Victorian Sappho where the poetry itself is the female body.  Susan 

Brown writes that the Victorian poetess is “informed by a commodified aestheticism 

that frequently conflates the woman’s body with her literary corpus” (181).  The 

female body is equated with an aesthetics of death through both the mythology and 

translations of Sappho in unrequited heterosexual desire.  Here, Sappho leaps from the 

Leucadian Cliff because of her unrequited love for Phaon.  Yopie Prins also views 

Sapphic embodiment as paradoxical where in John Hall’s translation of Sappho, “she 

is made to speak as 'woman poet' but only by dying” (Prins 44). 

 Like this merging of idea and body in Victorian Sappho, Merleau-Ponty also 

calls the idea of literature “the invisible” which he sees as inseparable from the body 

of “sensible appearances”.  He says: 

  These ideas unlike science cannot be detached 
  from the sensible appearances and be erected 
  into a second positivity.   
  (The Visible and the Invisible 149) 

According to Merleau-Ponty the invisible idea works itself into the body as negativity, 

depth or a hollow or vortex which is never completely nothingness (The Visible and 

the Invisible 151).  For Merleau-Ponty the visible is the surface to “the inexhaustible 

depth” of the sensible body that allows difference (The Visible and the Visible 143).  

This depth exceeds the power of objects and things.  This is the Sapphic body, a 

bottomless depth as she falls to eternity from the cliff face.  The Sapphic body is also 

an abyss or binding between the paradox of the movement between, “the two sides of 

the body”: “the sensible/sentient”, vision/seeing, touch/touching, “In Itself/For Itself” 

(The Visible and the Invisible 136-137).   

 

Similarly, this depth or hollowing of the idea creates the openings of the body 

also known as vortexes.  The open vortexes constitutes female Sapphic embodiment 

as like the myth of Philomela, Sappho and the nightingale; there are numerous 

vortexes or interconnecting Sapphic myths.  The vortexes are also audible and like 

Sapphic embodiment the idea and the flesh are one and the same.  Merleau-Ponty 

says, “these open vortexes in the sonorous world finally form one sole vortex in which 
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the ideas fit in with one another” (The Visible and Invisible 151).  The sole vortex 

could be viewed as the ideological body of Sappho.  Another similar movement can 

be read in the Sapphic body through Merleau-Ponty’s concept of the reversibility of 

the flesh. 

 The reversibility of the flesh that occurs through the dual movements of 

vision-seeing also occurs through touch as touch-touching.  The reversibility of the 

flesh as touch is conceptualized by Merleau-Ponty in the notion of the double 

sensation.  He defines the double sensation as when the left hand feels the right hand 

touching itself.  He calls the touch-touching of the left hand a palpation of 

reversibility.  He defines this as a turning of “palpation back upon itself” (The Visible 

and the Invisible 141).  Merleau-Ponty says: 

  If my left hand can touch my right hand while 
  It palpates the tangibles, can touch it touching, 
  can turn its palpation back upon it, why,  

when touching the hand of another, would I 
not touch in it the same power to espouse the 
things that I have touched in my own?   
(The Visible and the Invisible 141). 

For now I will focus on the double sensation through the left and right hands and 

Merleau-Ponty’s use of the word “palpation” or “dehisence”.  Like the notion of the 

vortex, words such as hollowing, dehiscence and torsion are used to define the 

reversibility of the flesh.  A dehiscence is a cut and like the word torsion is concerned 

with the movement between inside and outside.  Merleau-Ponty also speaks of 

embodiment as gaping and inside out connoting the movement between 

disembodiment and embodiment.  Similarly, this refers to the motion between 

activity/passivity, absence/presence, voice/silence, existence/non-existence and the 

uncanny.  

 The uncanny is about doubling like the authorial invention of Bradley and 

Cooper and Merleau-Ponty's notion of the double sensation.  The doubling of the 

authorship of Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper and the double sensation of 

Merleau-Ponty involve the movement between subject and object.  Elizabeth Grosz 

defines the movement between subject and object in relation to the double sensation: 

  Between feeling (the dimension of subjectivity) and being felt  
  (the dimension of objectivity) is a gulf spanned by the 
  indeterminate and reversable phenomenon of the being touched  
  of the touching, the crossing over of what is touching and what 
  is touched, the ambiguity which entails that each hand is in the 
  (potentially reversable) position of both subject and object, the 
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  position of both phenomenal and objectual body.  (100) 
 

The movement between subject and object in the double sensation is also a movement 

between subject and inanimate object.  This is also known as the uncanny: a 

reversability between life/death and materiality/representation.  Bronfen defines this in 

the following way: 

  As a situation of undecidability where fixed frames or margins 
  are set in motion, the uncanny also refers to moments where 
  the question whether something is animate (alive) or inanimate 
  (dead) whether something is real or imagined unique, original 
  or a repetition a copy cannot be decided.  (113) 

Both the double sensation like the uncanny embodies Sappho both in her ancient 

Greek and Victorian guises and the female body.  The mythology of Sappho both 

Ancient and Victorian is a simulation, a copy but also a truth.  The disembodiment 

and fragmentation of the statue of Sappho is what unsures her truth as a “figural” 

body.  Greek statuary has been cited as an example of distorted intentionality.  The top 

of the statue is deliberately constructed larger than on the bottom so those viewing the 

statue from the ground would see it as a reality.  Sapphic flesh as the uncanny is the 

movement between life/death and like Merleau-Ponty the movement between 

visibility and invisibility (Bronfen 113).  The uncanny reflects anxieties about the 

fragmentation of the body as embodied in the Ancient Greek statue of Sappho and 

Sapphic flesh and like the authorial relationship of Bradley and Cooper concerns the 

doubling and dividing of identity with one another (Bronfen 113).  The uncanny-like 

female and Sapphic flesh is death in life and the movement between embodiment and 

disembodiment.    

 Sapphic flesh or skin like Merleau-Ponty's notion of the palpation of the flesh 

moves back upon itself and is turned inside out.  This is the Sapphic body or gaze that 

looks from outside: a queer vision and a bent touch.  Importantly, this flesh, this 

touch-touching is what allows expression, language and the sign.  The Sapphic female 

body is a wound as sign but in the violence of Ancient Greek and Victorian English 

culture such as the killing of virgins and the suicide of Sappho, the sign is murdered.  

The body of the female virgin is a murdered sign like the scream of Philomela in the 

dehiscence of the flesh. 

 The expressive wound, the touch-touching, a palpation that turns back upon 

itself embodies the violence of Philomel’s body in Michael Field.  This is a negation 

of itself, a violence that breaks against itself.  To re-iterate, Michael Field writes of 
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Philomel:  

  Then breaks the piercing note  
from Philomel’s wild throat 

  Passions supremest pain 
  That may not hope again.  (Long Ago xxxvi) 

Yet this double movement of the flesh is one of paradox.  Importantly for Merleau-

Ponty the reversibility of the flesh is what facilitates expression as paradox.  Merleau-

Ponty says: 

  And henceforth movement, touch, vision,  
  applying themselves to the other and to 
  themselves return toward their source 
  and in the patient and silent labour of 
  desire begin the paradox of expression. 
  (The Visible and the Invisible 141) 

 

The violated and dismembered body of Philomel although passive and silenced is also 

an active movement of the flesh: a scream, an utterance, a broken “piercing note”.  

The voice is also another reversibility of the flesh, the movement of the synergy of 

body parts between voice and throat.  Merleau-Ponty says of the reversibility of the 

voice citing Malroux: 

  I am a sonorous being, I hear myself I hear  
  my own vibrations but within; as Malroux 
  said, I hear myself with my throat  
  (The Visible and the Invisible 144).   

In the same way Philomel hears herself through her throat, we hear Philomel’s throat 

through Michael Field’s re-writing of an Ancient Greek text in Victorian England.  

Philomel's embodiment is heard in disembodiment.  In this way Philomel also 

represents the uncanny as we know her body has been mutilated but we do not know 

is she is dead or alive.  Yet the violated body violates back as is evident in further 

exploration of the myth of Philomela. 

 Philomela is connected to another subversive female embodiment that also 

articulates the reversibility of the flesh.  After Philomela's rape and disembodiment by 

Tereus according to Burkert her sister Procne appears to Philomela as a Maenad (181).  

Burkert sees the Maenad as “women's nocturnal rising” that “occurs on the pretext of 

Dionysus” (181).  The God Dionysus engenders “the rupturing of the establishment” 

(184).  In keeping with my argument that the Sapphic reversal of the flesh overturns 

heterosexism in Ancient Greece, Burkert argues that the Maeneads in conjunction 

with Dionysus brings about the overturning of the dominant order of marriage (184).  
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The Maenads embody the reversibility of the flesh as like a response to Philomela's 

mutilated tongue they tear the flesh of men with their bare hands.  This embodies 

Judith Butler's definition of the reversability of the flesh as flesh “that is always 

coming apart and then back upon itself” (146).  The wounding of Philomel's torn 

tongue brings about the action of Procne as a Maenad who half boils and roasts the 

flesh of Tereus’s first born son (Burkert181-182).  This action simultaneously sears 

the flesh causing it to come apart and disrupts the patriarchal order of the family.   

The movement between inside and outside implicated in broken flesh is also 

evident further in Long Ago.  Poems “V”, “XX” and “XIX” embody the reversibility 

of the flesh through a Sapphic disavowal of the body, the movement between 

inside/outside, embodiment/disembodiment and the turning of negation back upon 

itself.  In “XX” each stanza is punctuated with the double disembodiment of “Oh, then 

my heart turns cold, and then I drop my wings” (1875, xxxiv).  Wings (pteruges) in 

Ancient Greek society according to J.J Winkler embodies the clitoris, the outer part of 

the female genitalia: “the lips of the womb” (59).  This is viewed by Winkler as the 

visible part of the female genital system not unlike Merleau-Ponty's notion of sensible 

appearances which is not separate from the invisible, inner part of the female 

genitalia.  For Winkler the outer wings of the clitoris (pteruges) terminate in another 

type of wings the numphe.  Winkler views the numphe as the starting point of the 

wings (labia).  The numphe like the reversibility of the flesh and the uncanny marks 

the movement between inside and outside, embodiment and disembodiment.  

According to Winkler, the numphe concerns the transition of the young woman from 

maiden to wife (59).  Yet this movement from maiden to wife has a darker meaning 

for the virgin in Ancient Greek culture.  In “Dangling Virgins: Myth Ritual and the 

Place of Women in Ancient Greece” by Eva Cantarella the maiden not only embodies 

death and slaughter  but is replaced by the bride in the ritual hanging of virgins and 

virgin death cults.  In general, women were more closely connected to mourning than 

men in the public ritual of the funeral in Ancient Greece.  Hippocrates in keeping with 

Ancient Greek misogny and compulsory heterosexuality also associated women, 

namely virgins, with choking, connected in turn with female sexuality and 

embodiment:  

  As a result of visions, many people choke to death, more  
  women than men, for the nature of women is less 
  courageous and weaker.  And virgins who do not take a 
  husband at the appropriate time for marriage experience 
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  these visions more frequently, especially at the time of 
  their first monthly period (61). 

The ritual killing of virgins like the embodiment of wings in the clitoris as the starting 

point of maidenhood symbolizes the rite of passage, the movement from prepubertal 

to pubertal.  Cantarella says, “during these rites a virgin had to disapear and a 

viripotens woman had to take her place” (63).  The viripotens woman is the mighty 

powerful woman who has reached puberty and can be sexually active, who will 

become the bride.  This ancient Greek ritual like female embodiment in the wings or 

the numphe is a movement between inside and outside, embodiment and 

disembodiment and existence and non-existence.  Similarly, in poem “V” by Michael 

Field, female sexuality is embodied in the hyacinth as trampled to death by the 

unrequited love of Phaon.  Yet, this movement of the flesh in the nexus of death is 

also a feminine movement between presence/absence, life/death.  The Sapphic speaker 

although embodied in death still speaks and embodies both life and death.  Field ends 

the poem with, “Why must though tread me into earth/So dim in death, so bright at 

birth?” (Long Ago xv).  Hence, the female body in Ancient Greece and Victorian 

England is pinioned between the heterosexism of life/death or marriage/death.    For 

example, Michael Field says of Apollo, “he must dominate enthrall/by the rapture of 

his sway/which shall either bless or slay” (Long Ago xcv).  Caught between this 

division Sappho in Michael Field's “XX” can be read as embodying the double 

negation of the reversability of the flesh.  Firstly, her heart turns cold and then she 

drops her wings.  I read Sappho's dropping of her wings as a disavowal or negation 

through negation of the Ancient Greek maiden as slaughtered as death.  This is also a 

disavowal of the Ancient Greek and Victorian construction of the female body.  

Similarly, Merleau-Ponty speaks of the abandoning of the flesh of the body in 

language and its situated freedom.  He says: 

  It is as though visibility that animates the sensible world 
  were to emigrate, not outside of every body, but into  
  another less heavy, more transparent body, as though it 
  were to change flesh, abandoning the flesh of the body 
  for that of language, and thereby would be emancipated 
  but not freed from every condition.   
  (The Visible and the Invisible 153) 

The Sapphic speaker in Michael Field abandons the flesh of the body embodying 

herself in disembodiment like the Victorian statue of Sappho who drops her lyre.  At 

the same time through this “change of the flesh” Sappho in Michael Field transforms 
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the construction of female embodiment as death in Ancient Greece and Victorian 

England.  It is through the movement of the negation of the flesh back upon itself as a 

double movement that Sappho transforms female embodiment as death.  For example, 

Sappho's lyre is both a “heavy death” and “recumbent”.  Michael Field writes: “when 

sun first warms the earth as I require/To roll the heavy death from my recumbent lyre” 

(Long Ago xcix). 

 Similarly, in the poem “XIX” by Micheal Field the Sapphic speaker 

disavowals the female body in a double negation of negation.  She abandons the 

female body as unrequited heterosexual desire, “O'Hades take this heart these limbs 

that yearn” (Long Ago xxxii).  She gives the body back to death (Hades) in language 

subverting the construction of the Sapphic female body as death in unrequited, 

heterosexual desire.  Elizabeth Bronfen comments on how in patriarchal culture “true 

ancestral fertility” is symbolized by the tomb while female sexuality involves 

“biological birth and death, flesh and decomposition” (199).  The language of the 

Sapphic speaker in Michael Field refuses the entombing of the female body in 

patriarchal fertility and abandons the female body as unrequited heterosexual desire.  

Field says: 

  Now it is full midnight 
  Thus should I be 
  Hid in the tomb from all men's sight 
  O'Hades take this heart these 
  limbs that yearn 
  Yea I will give them thee 
  Ash for thine urn.   
  (Long Ago xxxii) 

 Sapphic flesh is penetrated or wounded by the ritualistic violence of unrequited 

heterosexual desire in Ancient Greek and Victorian English culture but at the same 

time, in Sapphic language flesh penetrates back.  Merleau-Ponty sees the reversability 

of the flesh as expression which is simultaneously penetrative, what he calls an 

“insertion”.  He says: “This new reversability and the emergence of the flesh as 

expression are the point of insertion of speaking and thinking in the world of silence” 

(The Visible and the Invisible 144-145).  Sapphic flesh is wounded and wounding, 

penetrated and penetrative Sappho in “XX” by Field urges Apollo to penetrate, “. . . 

Oh free/The senseless world of apathy, Pierce it!” (Long Ago xxxiv).  After this 

penetration comes the double negation of the reversability of the flesh, “Oh, then my 

heart turns cold, and then/ I drop my wings” (Long Ago xxxiv).  Penetration is also 
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referred to in “XXXIX”, “Ah witless sting!” after entombment, “Oblivion guard thy 

tomb” (Long Ago xxxiv).  I read the tomb as patriarchal fertility and “witless sting” as 

the violence of unrequited heterosexual desire.  It is Phaon who forgets Sappho.  This 

Sapphic language of penetration in expression also involves voice, singing.  The 

entombment of forgotten lovers and women's bodies in patriarchal fertility is met with 

the expression of a Sapphic curse: 

  Oblivion guard thy tomb!  Ah witless sting! 
  They cannot be forgotten whom I sing; 
  For this thy brief forgetfulness of me 
  Thou shall have everlasting infamy.   
  (Long Ago lvii) 

 The liberation of expression, such as voice or language through “the changing 

of flesh” in the “abandonment of the body” is viewed by Merleau-Ponty as coming 

about through visibility.  In the same way it is the Sapphic gaze in “XX” by Michael 

Field that offers another fragment of female liberation in the poem that like the double 

vision of Bradley and Cooper subverts gender assymetry.  The last sentence of each 

stanza in “XX” is about the disavowal of the body “I dropt my wings”.  But the third 

stanza speaks of the displacement of desire for Aphrodite or her muse onto the 

landscape: 

  My muse, from men 
  Her holy raptures would confound 
  Turns to the woods and springs 
  Whene'er my heart grows cold, and when 
  I drop my wings.   
  (Long Ago xxxx) 

Victorian Sappho's last place of consolement from the disembodiment of unrequited 

love, “I sang if the beloved in vain” is “the woods and springs” of the divine goddess 

(Long Ago xxxiv-xxxv).  Stehle in “Sappho's Gaze: Fantasies of a Goddess and Young 

Man” views the Sapphic gaze as breaking down gendered hierarchy and the 

opposition between viewer/viewed through displacement onto the landscape: 

  Sappho has other techniques for blurring gaze 
  and identification description in her poetry is 
  often both sensuous and very unspecific … 
  A woman's beauty is often displaced onto  
  the surroundings … deflected onto the landscape. 
  (220) 

The breaking down of the distinction between viewer/viewed and self/other in the 

Sapphic gaze is similar to the movement of vision/seeing in the authorial relationship 

of Michael Field.  The displacement of the female muse or goddess onto the landscape 
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or surroundings creates a double vision, a “mirroring of the viewer's desiring self” 

(Stehl 221).  This blurring of identification and desire in the Sapphic gaze is the 

opposite to the patriarchal Greek ritual of the virgin death cult.  The ritual hanging of 

the virgin is about the replacement of the virgin for the bride while Sappho's poetry 

does not according to Stehl “replace” but “permits a relationship with another” (221).  

The Sapphic gaze summons the body of the goddess.   

  

The Sapphic gaze and the gaze according to Merleau-Ponty both engender bodies.  

Merleau-Ponty speaks of how the gaze “emigrates” into a “more transparent body” 

(The Visible and the Invisible 153).    This “less heavy body” is like the body of the 

goddess.  Stehl connects the Sapphic gaze with “the mythic pattern of goddess with 

young man” such as Aphrodite and Adonis and Aphrodite and Phaon.  The 

summoning of Aphrodite is essential to Sappho who originally summons her because 

of her unrequited love for Anactoria.  Aphrodite is also spoken of by Sappho in 

association with Gods such as Adonis and the young fisherman Phaon.  On the level 

of the relationship between the divine and the poet Sappho the Adonia ritual reverses 

the gender relationship of death in female human sexuality that occurs in the virgin 

death cults of Ancient Greece.  In Adonia it is the God Adonis who dies not the 

human female virgin.  The configuration of male Gods and male humans as absence in 

relation to Sappho is slightly different to the embodiment of male Gods as death. 

 The embodiment of Gods and young men as absence in relation to Sappho 

allows lesbian desire, the Sapphic, female gaze and the reversal of dominant gender 

polarities.  The embodiment of male Gods such as Paris as absence in relation to 

Helen in Sappho's poem “16V” contrasts with Sappho's vision of the woman she 

desires, Anaktoria who is described hence present.  Sappho writes in “16V”: 

  To all, for she who surpassed by far 
  All humans in beauty, Helen, that man 
  Who was the best … 
  Who (?) recalls to me Anaktoria 
  Who is not here 
  I would wish rather to see her lovely step 
  and the bright sparkle of her face.   
  (Stehle 221-222) 

 On the level of the divine in the the poetry of Sappho and Michael Field it is 

the absence of the God or the young man that engenders lesbian desire and the 

Sapphic and female gaze as presence.  In the poem “LXII” by Michael Field it is 
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Anaktoria who inspires Sappho to reach for her lyre not the Gods Apollo, Dionysis or 

Adonis.   Field writes: 

  Apollo, Dionysis passes by 
  Adonis wakes 
  Zephyr and Chloris sigh 
  To me, alas my lyre no music makes 
  Though tortured, fluttering toward the strings I reach 
  Mad as for Anaktoria's 
  lovely laugh and speech.   
  (Long Ago xcix) 

In the poem XIX by Michael Field the young man (Phaon) is represented as absence 

and Sappho as presence.  The gendered polarity of presence (masculinity) and absence 

(femininity) is reversed.  Here, Phaon is not present and Sappho who is deflected onto 

the cosmic surroundings of the stars is present.  Michael Field writes, “the moon is 

gone, yet he delays/the stars are set but Sappho stays” (Long Ago xxvii).  

 The lesbian double vision of Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper, the negation 

of the flesh back against itself, the double sensation and the Sapphic gaze in the poetry 

of Michael Field subvert Ancient Greek and Victorian English designations of woman 

as death.  Symmetry in terms of gender and sexuality is created in a reading of the 

reversal of the flesh in Michael Field disrupting gender and sexual asymmetry.  A 

lesbian appropriation of Merleau-Ponty to Michael Field engenders the possession of 

lesbian vision and sexuality in a situation that would normally reproduce the gendered 

and sexual asymmetry of masculinity and male as subject to femininity, and female as 

object.  In the case of Merleau-Ponty, lesbian embodiment in the reversibility of the 

flesh through doubling and division allows communication between subject/object.  In 

addition, gender asymmetry is subverted in favour of the mutual interconnectedness of 

masculine/feminine, male/female, life/death as read in the poetry of Michael Field.  

The double vision of the Sapphic gaze also subverts the hierarchy of male as presence 

and female as absence where the male in Sappho's and Michael Field's poetry is 

absence and Sappho is presence.  The negation of Sapphic flesh and the acquistion of 

language disavows the heterosexist female body as unrequited love and death in 

Ancient Greece and Victorian England.  The wounded scream of Philomela in the 

poetry of Michael Field that embodies the palpation of the flesh back upon itself, 

although passive and violated, is also an active embodied protest against the murder of 

women and the sign. 
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The Fascist Poetic Objects of Gertrude Stein. 

The importance of the object is central to the modernist poetics of the 

phenomenologist Merleau-Ponty and the poet Gertrude Stein.  In the chapter by 

Merleau-Ponty entitled 'The Body as Object and Mechanistic Physiology' in 

Phenomenology, he focuses particularly on the body as object and machine.  This is an 

inheritance of Heidegger's notion of “being-in-itself” or the “being of objects”.  

Merleau-Ponty says about the object, 'We must discover the origin of the object at the 

very centre of our experience, we must describe the emergence of being and we must 

understand how, paradoxically, there is for us an in-itself' (1962, 71).  Hence, 

Merleau-Ponty speaks of enclosing 'the organism' in 'the universe of objects': a closed 

machinic apparatus that translates the functioning of the body into the language of the 

in-itself (the being of objects) (1962, 73).  Similarly, Gertrude Stein assimilates 

nationalistic fetish objects into the lesbian body in her work 35: the Caesar; the salute; 

the One; the Man; the gun; the war machine (the battle of Verdun); the veteran; the 

Ford (the capitalist machine of Fordism); Husband/Wife/General/Little Jew (marriage 

as public law). In addition, there are also manifestations of the in-itself of Stein's 

objectification outside the text.  Stein performs the in-itself of the object and the 

machine as salute in the 'real world'.  Life magazine published a photograph of 

Gertrude Stein after liberation saluting with U.S soldiers outside Hitler's 

Berchtesgarten retreat in Austria in August 6, 1945.  Yet, like her work, this 'real' 

salute can also be read as a lesbian phallus where other objects come to stand in for 

the phallus. In addition, Stein's performance of the salute can also be read as an 

ambiguous embodiment of Merleau-Ponty's phantom limb.  In the same manner as the 

object, the subject too is essential to Merleau-Ponty and Gertrude Stein.  This is 

because for Merleau-Ponty (like Stein) the way he views himself as an object is also 

how he, in turn, perceives himself as a subject.  However, in 'The Body in its Sexual 

Being' in Phenomenology Merleau-Ponty's conception of subject and object is still 

divided as master/slave involving a consciousness of plurality and transcendence.     

He writes: 'Saying that I have a body is thus a way of saying that I can be seen as an 
                                                
35  This includes: Lifting Belly; 'For the Country Entirely: A Play About Letters';  'Jonas Julian 
Ceasar and Samuel'; 'With a Wife'; 'A Sonatina After Another'; 'F dearest little sleeping baby. . .' from 
Gerrtude Stein Correspondence Autrespondence with Alice B. Toklas. 
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object and that I can try to be seen as a subject, that another can be my master or my 

slave so that shame and shamelessness express the dialectic of the plurality of 

consciousness and have a metaphysical significance' (1962, 167).  The way in which 

 

 

 

   

  (1) Gertrude Stein and American Gis at Berchtesgaden. 

 

Merleau-Ponty and Stein perceive themselves as objects, and hence subjects, is 

through the perception of the gaze.  Merleau-Ponty writes, 'to look at an object is to 

inhabit it, and from this habitation to grasp all things in terms of the aspect which they 

present to it' (1962, 68).  In addition, through the medium of the gaze one can move 

from the position of object and slave to that of master.  He writes, 'in so far as I have a 

body, I may be reduced to the status of an object beneath the gaze of another person, 

and no longer count as a person for him, or else I may become his master and, in turn 

look at him' (1962, 167). Similarly, in the work of Stein the lesbian body is inhabited 

by the sight and habitation of the master, such as the national objects of Caesar, the 

General and their plurality.  

Writing in Lifting Belly from 1915 till 1917 Stein says, 'Lifting belly can you see 

the Caesars.  I can see what I kiss/Of course you can/lifting belly high' (1989, 33).  

The lesbian body of lifting belly is inhabited through the sight of the Caesars.  Caesar 

was also the means by which Gertrude Stein constitutes her public persona.  One must 

address Stein as Caesar to ensure her public discourse and the solipsism of herself.  

She says, 'Have I explained it to you in season/Have I perplexed you/ You have not 
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perplexed me nor mixed me/ You have addressed me as Caesar/  This is the answer 

that I expected/ When I said do not mention any words I meant no indifference/I 

meant do your duty and do not forget that I establish myself' (1989, 31).  Caesar is 

commonly read in Stein's poetry as coded lesbian desire.  However, the fact that 

Mussolini also modelled himself on Caesar is disconcerting.  Who wants to see and 

kiss a Fascist?  

In Gertrude Stein's play In the Country Entirely: A Play about Letters written in 

1916 she also deploys the object of Caesar.  Caesar is a national object insofar as it is 

colonizing.  Similarly, the Romans were the first military settlement in Majorca, 

Stein's locale while writing Lifting Belly.  In Stein's play she also writes of her 

'worship' of the individual.  In addition, she writes of 'the Barcelonize' who 'cannot 

understand' in relation to the pedagogy of this symbolic One, Henry Caesar.  Stein 

says, 'Do you believe it is necessary to worship individuality?  We do. . .  Ceasar isn't 

a name that is not used.  I have known that a great many people have it.  Henry 

Caesar.  A class is full and teaching is difficult.  They do not understand.  Who does 

not understand.  The Barcelonize [sic]' (1916, 9).  Majorca is a country that was to be 

colonized by the Fascism of Franco's Republicanism and Nationalism.  However, in 

the case of Barcelona the Republicans are defeated by Franco's Nationalism.  Stein 

herself was not a Republican, but she was a Royalist, an advocate of the Ancien 

Regime of France.  On this topic Stein writes in 'Advertisements' in 1916, 'I was 

winsome.  Dishonoured.  And a kingdom.  I was not a Republic.  I was an island and 

land'  (68)36.  What Stein calls 'Barcelonize [sic]' were to become the colonized 

people of Spain by Franco after the Spanish Civil war.  In Lifting Belly Stein 

specifically deploys a sexual metaphor of the female body to capture the sado-

masochism of the nation-state of Spain.  Stein writes, 'Lifting belly is in 

bed/comfortable bed/Spain and torn' (1989, 59).  Additionally, Majorca is right wing 

to this day.  

Another national object that Stein incorporates into the lesbian and/or female 

body is Woodrow Wilson.  In 'Woodrow Wilson' written from 1920 till 1922 Stein 

writes of his birth.  Births can be read as the appropriation of the female body.  She 

says, 'the birth of Wilson/In the shadow of our brother we have eaten/He begins to 

grow tall/we cannot neglect youth/Here we see Woodrow Wilson/born in the state of 

Michigan/Woodrow Wilson was born in Virginia' (1920-22, 20).  Woodrow Wilson 

                                                
36  The concept of 'land' was also something supported by the British Union of Fascists. 
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was the President of the United States that led the entry into the First World War.  He 

was also an advocate of the Monroe Doctrine.  The Monroe Doctrine is a form of 

imperialism that affects central and south America.  The Monroe Doctrine was a 

foreign policy of James Monroe, who stipulated that any efforts by European nations 

to interfere with North or South America would constitute intervention by the U.S.  

James Monroe was the fifth Republican President of the United States (1817-1825) 

and the last founding father.  The anarcho-socialist Noam Chomsky is critical of the 

Monroe Doctrine viewing this policy as 'hegemonic' and facilitating America's 

'unilateral intervention' over the Americas (2004, 63-64).  Examples of this type of 

activity would include the Cuban Missile Crisis and the Filibuster William Walker, a 

U.S. citizen who became President of the Republic of Nicaragua in 1856 (Chomsky 

1999, 41).  Evidence of Stein's enthusiasm for the Monroe Doctrine is in the prose 

poem 'A Movie' written in 1917-1920.  She says, 'Now I want to tell you about the 

Monroe Doctrine/We think very nicely we think very well of the Monroe Doctrine'.  

In contradiction to this, Stein's attitude as the Right is the simultaneous emulation of 

women and 'the communist menace'.  Stein writes also in In the Country Entirely: A 

Play about Letters, 'Receive me and Cuba/Not in France—No indeed not in France' 

(1916, 20).  In relation to this Stein demonstrates a colonizing attitude toward Cuba 

and Mexico in Polybe Silent.  Also written at the same time as In The Country 

Entirely she writes, 'what are you.  Obedient.  Cuba and Mexico.  What are you.  I am 

beautiful.  I have found that it is easier to pass in front.  In front of what.  In front of 

you.  Hurrah for France' (1916, 101).  Cuba and Mexico are objectified by Stein's 

Franco-American nationalism.  The domination of one object requires the plurality of 

others. 

The centrality of the object Caesar in Stein's work necessitates the plurality of 

Caesars to become manifest.  Merleau-Ponty says, '. . . the inner horizon of an object 

cannot become an object without the surrounding objects becoming the horizon . . .' 

(1962, 68).  According to Merleau-Ponty it is the horizon that 'guarantees the identity 

of the object' (1962, 68).  Similarly, in Lifting Belly Gertrude Stein speaks of the 

single object of Caesar and Caesars plural.  Stein writes, 'The Caesars.  Oh yes the 

Caesar.  Oh yes the Caesar' (1989, 49).  The plurality of Caesars also ensure the 

perfection of Stein's public persona.  She writes, 'There are two Caesars and there are 

four Caesars/Caesars do their duty/I never make a mistake' (1989, 49).     

There are four Caesars that ensure the public discourse of Stein as Caesar.  
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Number four is important to Stein's celebration of nationalism.  Stein's text Four in 

America embodies her allegiance with Generals.  Three of these Generals including 

Petain are: Ulysses Grant, George Washington and General Henry Lee.  The unity of 

four is also featured in Stein's grammar in How to Write.  Here such statements like 

'one two three all out but she' (1975, 110).  A similar phrase is also used to affirm 

American nationalism in Lifting Belly.  Stein writes, 'Red white and blue all out but 

you' (1989, 19).  This statement is highly valorized by Stein and related to the female 

body of lifting belly.  Stein states, 'this is the best thing I have ever said.  Lifting Belly 

and it, it is not startling' (1989, 19). This unity of four also relates to the four Georges.  

General Grant is supported in 'In Narrative' in How to Write written from 1927 till 

1931.  Here the authority of the General is self evident.  Stein writes of the General in 

relation to the unity of collaboration.  She states, 'Why was General Grant the most 

important general because he was the most imporant general.  Collaborators tell how 

in union there is strength' (1975, 244).  Stein also writes of the General as an object of 

eternal love and a husband in 1928 till 1929.  She says, 'In the mind of any wife/a 

General is just a little man/One who may be loved more than life . . .'.  Stein 

appropriates her own fidelity toward Washington to her loyalty to Petain in her 

translations of his speeches in France in 1941-1943.  This dictim is, 'first in war in 

peace and first in the hearts of his countrymen' (Stein 1996, 93).  The singularity of 

French nationalism is affirmed by the four.  Stein says, 'you take any French one that 

one French one has quite logically perhpas [sic] [perhaps] fours points of view' (1996, 

94).  Stein's French one is a composite of Germany, England and Russia.  Like the 

object relations of Merleau-Ponty this is a relationship of man to man, father to son 

and son to son.  The Vichy regime lead by Petain came about through what Stein calls 

'the miracle' of the Armistice.  Stein says on the complexities of the Frenchman in her 

translation of the first speech of Petain in 1941: 

  Supposing he has a son a prisoner, well he wants the Germans  
  to win as that would finish the quickest, at the same time he is  
  a business man and he wants business to go on, and that  
  would only happen if the Germans were defeated and  
  England won, then he wants the Marechal and as the  
  English are opposed to him they would insist on bringing 
  back into France all the people who helped to ruin France  
  so they do not want England to win and then there is Russia,  
  and that is ever more complicating.  (1996, 94) 

The victory of Germany is the first priority to finalize the war, yet for this to happen 

Germany must be defeated for the maintenance of big business.  This also secures 
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England's victory despite the fact the French do not want England to win leaving a 

'complicated Russia' (1996, 94).  Similarly, the Vichy regime comprises four interior 

ministers.  Despite the plurality of Stein's nationalistic objects of France, Germany, 

England and Russia the unity of the character of Petain goes beyond qualification or a 

clear political agenda.  Stein writes of Petain, 'he never defended himself, he never 

explained himself in short his character did not need any defence' (1996, 95).  

Barabara Will in Unlikely Collaboration critiques Stein as placing Petain among 'the 

transcendent pantheon of American founding fathers and saints' (2011, 142).  She says 

'Stein idealizes her subject and elevates his regime to a political religion—a move that 

deftly forecloses critique, judgment, and any form of dissension' (Will 2011, 142).  

Like Petain in Stein's translation, Gertrude and Alice also define themselves in terms 

of why they remained in France during the First World War as that which does not 

require the maintenance of character.  Stein writes in 1916 in 'We Have Eaten Heartily 

and We Were Alarmed': 'Why are we apt to stay.  We are apt to stay stay because we 

are not determined to have our character.  We like very much to discuss ice cream.  I 

know a solid thing it is imitation flowers' (26).  The national symbol of the flag for 

Stein is also spoken of in terms of renunciation in the midst of war.  Stein also writes 

in 'The War' in the same year, 'leave us alone and we will fly a funny flag.  A funny 

flag is violet and blue.  The form is a square in between edging. . . The rest is blue' 

(26).  Merleau-Ponty's case Schneider, a brain-damaged veteran from World War One 

is characteristic of the experience of World War One in France.  Schneider like Petain, 

Stein and Toklas are without a clear identity and political stance.  Merleau-Ponty says 

of Schneider, '[he] can no longer put himself into a sexual situation anymore than 

generally he occupies an effective or an ideological one' (1962, 157).  Stein and 

Toklas also stayed in France throughout the second World War.  Other objects 

incorporated into the lesbian body, vis-a-vis Stein, are even more strikingly right-

wing. 

The national object of Mussolini is assimilated into the lesbian body through 

the adoption of Stein's public persona.  Stein was described as a Roman Emperor and 

inversely as Mussolini by colleagues such as Bernhard Fay and R.J Rogers (Will 

2008, 656).  Bernhard Fay who was aligned with the French Catholic Right, Vichy 

and Nazism constructs Stein in Jesuis Partout as this ideal of Fascist French 

Nationalism ('a Roman Emperor . . . who would have had Jewish blood') (cited in Will 

2008, 656).  This appropiation of Gertrude Stein by Fay is an example of what the 
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Fascist subject Brasillach calls homo fasciens.  Kaplan in Reproductions of Banality: 

Fascism, Literature and French Intellectual Life states, 'In order for the state to 

generate a whole new type of man it has to be a female' (1986, 10).  The construction 

of female figureheads of Fascism or Nazism is not uncommon.  For example, the 

ritual procession of male members of the Ligue des Patriotes (French far right league) 

saluting the statue of Joan of Arc.    Hitler was also embodied as Joan of Arc by 

propagandists as was Petain.  In German propaganda Joan of Arc was the symbol of 

the struggle against the English.  In the case of Petain Joan of Arc 'was the most 

sacred symbol of French patriotism' (Frost, 114).  Petain is both man and woman. 

 

 
(2) Members of the Ligue des Patriotes saluting the statue of Joan of Arc. 

 

Stein as woman is the new type of man hence she incorporates the object of man 

into the lesbian body.  This presents a contradiction like the subject of Merleau-Ponty.  

This contradiction is something that also affected Gertrude Stein in her life in France.  

On one hand Merleau-Ponty speaks of the normal subject as that which does not 

perceive the body as an object (1962, 156).  Yet in Merleau-Ponty's phenomenology 

he does perceive the body as an object.  While at the same time when he speaks of 

'normal' objective embodiment, this is the body of masculine individualization only 

(1962, 156).  In this example for Merleau-Ponty female embodiment and sexuality do 
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not exist.  The Australian feminist philosopher Elizabeth Grosz and feminist writers 

such as Judith Butler and Iris Young came to the same conclusion about Merleau-

Ponty (Sobchack 1992, 150-151).  Grosz writes of him in Volatile Bodies: 'he is 

clearly representing sexuality on the model of male sexual experiences while ignoring 

female sexuality' (1994, 108).  Like Merleau-Ponty Stein also demonstrates masculine 

bias.  One was her ambition to fulfil her quest to become a 'man of genius'.  With 

peers such as Picasso and Matisse Stein wrote, 'Pablo and Matisse have a maleness 

that belongs to genuis.  Moi aussi perhaps' (Burns, 97).  Hence, in Lifting Belly Stein 

assimilates the dominant object of 'Man' into the lesbian body.  She says, 'Please be 

the man.  I am the man' (1989, 58).  This man also rings true to the new right 

federalist search for a common European identity in the nineteen thirties known as 

integral man.  This man transcends from the collapse of the certainties of right and left 

and the resulting contradiction brought about by the Fascist ideology of Vichy France 

and German National Socialism.  On Stein's gratitude that she is not a woman she 

says, 'I always did thank God I wasn't born a woman' (Stein 1971, 58).  Similarly, the 

BDM (the Nazi organization for young women) deploys the image of the ambisextress 

Marlene Dietrich to warn, 'German Girls: This Is Not a German Woman' (Theweleit 

1989, 32).  Nazism and Fascism is virilently anti-feminist.  On her disinterest in the 

women's movement Stein says, 'you don't know what it is to be bored' (Stein 1972, 

77).     

Yet, she is also the female necessary to engender the new mother machinery of 

the state.  Stein is 'mother-nation, mother machine and mother war' (Kaplan, 11).  She 

speaks of her American identity in the metaphor of motherhood in relation to France.  

'She [America] is the mother of modern civilization and one wants to have been born 

in the country that has attained and live in the countries that are attaining and going to 

be attaining' (New York Herald-Tribune, 1928).  This American imperialism is 

eulogized in a type of narcissitic solipsism of herself as creator.  This is also the 

history of the world.  Stein says: 'A country this the oldest and therefore the most 

imortant country in the world quite naturally produces the creators and as naturally it 

is I an [sic] American who was and is thinking in writing was born in America and 

lives in Paris.  This has been and probably will be the history of the world' (New York 

Herald-Tribune, 1928).  Similarly, according to Barbara Will in post World War 2 

media, Stein was representated as '”Gerty” a . . . patriotic mother figure for GI's 

abroad' (2011, 189).  In addition, at the same time, Stein approprates the suffragette 
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icon of Susan B. Anthony in her opera, 'The Mother of us All' (Will 2011, 189).   

On the tropes between motherhood and fascism Victoria De Grazia states 'In 

fascist statecraft, the duty of women toward the nation lay first and foremost in 

making babies . . .' (1992, 41).  Mussolini states, 'Go back home and tell the women I 

need births many births' (1992, 41).  The inscription on the symbolism of the swastika 

says, 'Hail to thee earth, O mother of man.  May you thrive in God's embrace.  

Overflow with the fruit for man's benefit'.  (Reich, 135).  On the status of women in 

Vichy France who were not permitted to vote Robert Paxton states, 'Vichy preferred 

women barefoot and pregnant in the kitchen' (1975, 168).  Kaplan says that the 

language of the new mother makes her male subjects phallic (1986, 10).   

Yet Stein is a phallic mother.  The objects she inscribes into her work are fetish 

objects.  The fetish is the memorial of 'last moment in which the mother's body could 

still be regarded as phallic' (Freud 1963, 217).  This is the security that pre-dates the 

shock of castration (Freud 1963, 217).  The shape of the phallus is also important to 

the corporeality of the Fascist subject acting in place of a sense of self (Frost, 109).  

Similarly, Merleau-Ponty's subject Schneider had the need to make any experience of 

touch on his body objectified into a 'geometrical outline' or shape (Matthews, 81).  

The centrality of the object in the Phenomemology of Merleau-Ponty also has a phallic 

quality.  The body as object is always in the present without memory and is singular.  

The object's occupation in space is the same as time.  The object is accessible in the 

present.  Merleau-Ponty writes of the object: 

. . . each present permanently underpins a point of time 
which calls for recognition from all the others, so that the 
object is seen at all times as it is seen from all directions  
by the same means, namely the structure imposed by a  
horizon.  The  present still holds on to the immediate past  
without positing it as an object, and since the immediate  
past similarly holds its immediate predecessor, past time  
 is wholly collected up and grasped in the present.  (69) 

In addition, the object is one dimensional when grasped by the perception of the 

gaze.  For instance, Merleau-Ponty states, 'But once more, my human gaze never 

posits more than one facet of the object .  .'  (1962, 51).  In Lifting Belly Stein also 

speaks of the righteousness of the 'One'.  She says, 'Two is too many to be right.  One 

is right and so we mount and have what we want'  (1989, 51).  Similarly, Stein defines 

her 'queer', individualistic, American sexuality in the rhetoric of male singularity (the 

Brother singular). In addition, Stein appropriates and transforms the ideology of Otto 
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Weininger into the psychology of her grammar and hence her politics.  The basic tenet 

of Weininger who was appropriated by the Nazis was that women and feminists must 

not work toward the emancipation of women as this was viewed as threatening the end 

of 'the race'.  Therefore, according to Weininger's diatribe, it was considered 

mandatory for those who were not viewed as masculine (such as women and Jewish 

men) to develop a superior sense of their own masculinity even if they were not men.  

This came about not unlike Merleau-Ponty's idea of objective embodiment through 

masculine individualization, something that Weininger termed 'Aryan'.  This occurs 

through identifying as male or masculine where there is no sexual activity between the 

sexes (blocked sexuality).  Feminists have critiqued Stein's influence of Weininger 

despite her transformation of him in the character of the Black heroine of Melanctha 

in Three Lives.  However, Karin Cope states despite this, 'much of what is useful to 

her [Stein] came from, rather than despite, the incoherences and chauvinisms of 

Weininger's text' (1992, 139). 

The fetish objects assimilated into the lesbian body in Stein's work like the 

masculine singularity of Stein's ethos are phallic.  Like the phallic singularity of 

Merleau-Ponty's object Stein's fetishization of the Fascist object of Caesar causes 

lifting belly to rise.  To reiterate, 'Lifting Belly can you see the Caesars.  I can see 

what I kiss/Ofcourse you can/Lifting Belly high' (1989, 32).  Stein's objects are 

simultaneously fetishistic and like Weininger's ideology, sexually blocked.  Caesar is 

the carapace that causes lifting belly to rise.  Lifting Belly also puns Belley in France.  

This is the site where the Vichy regime protects Stein et al from their inhumanity and 

hers.   

Another fetishistic phallic object that Stein assimilates into the lesbian body is 

the gun.  Stein says, 'Lifting belly has money/we have a new game/a machine/lifting 

belly/so high/and aiming' (1989, 60).  Klaus Theweleit in Male Fantasies says of the 

phallic embodiment of the gun, 'guns have the capacity to do something of which the 

soldier is normally incapable: they can discharge and still remain whole' (1989, 179).  

The fire of the gun re-inforces phallic boundaries and is the opposite of sexual 

ejaculation' (Frost, 111).  Another fascist nationalistic phallic object that reinforces 

this whole machine that Stein assimilates into the lesbian body is the veteran.  Stein 

writes of the veteran, 'what is a veteran.  A veteran is one who has fought.  Who is 

best' (1989, 21).  Stein's colleague Bernhard Fay was also a veteran of the French 

campaign in World War One.  Stein also celebrates another French campaign of 
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World War One, the total war of the battle of Verdun.  Stein inscribes the object-

machine of Verdun into the lesbian body.  She says, 'lifting belly is anxious.  Not 

about Verdun' (1989, 8).  Stein's reference to the battle of Verdun and her lack of 

concern signals her complicity with French Nationalism and its figurehead, Pétain.  

Like Stein's phallic fetish object of the gun, Pétain also kept his war machine whole in 

accordance with his pre-war dictum “le feu tue” or “firepower kills”.  Theweleit. who 

critiques this whole machine as the opposite of 'normal' sexuality, is similar to Denis 

De Rougemont's view of the soldier's experience of Verdun.  De Rougemont says of 

the soilders’ experiences in the trenches in Verdun: 'A widespread impotence—or at 

least its premonitory symptoms, chronic onanism and homosexuality—was the result 

vouched for by statistics of a sojourn of four years in the trenches' (1983, 222).  The  

total of deaths of soldiers of the battle of Verdun is 698,000.  Other veterans from 

World War One that Stein was associated with is the extreme right wing group, La 

Croix de Feu, its symbolism being the burning cross. 

The worship of the cross is a mainstay of interwar French nationalism and 

militarism.  Stein writes of this in her political satire 'Have They Attacked Mary.  He 

Giggled' in 1917 to 1920.  She says, 'Officers do not kiss soldiers/what do officers 

kiss/officers kiss the cross/indeed they do/so do soldiers in passing/pass 

again/chrysanthemum/was his friend a friend' (149).  In the military hierarchy the 

officials do not kiss beneath their station.  'Homosexuality' is sublimated in religion, in 

the cross.  Similarly, in terms of Jewish oppression predating the use of the star of 

David to identify Jews the the cross was also used37. 

La Croix means the cross.  La Croix de Feu is also associated with the Vichy 

regime.  In When This You See Remember Me: Gertrude Stein in Person by W.G 

Rogers Stein describes all her French friends as Croix de Feu and Vichy supporters 

while expressing her complaceny about political change.  She writes, 'I interested all 

our French friends here who are all Croix de feu [that is, potential supporters of 

Vichy] by telling them how you felt about Spain. You see in Spain (and to a certain 

extent in France) you cannot change the government when the people no longer want 

                                                
37   Stein also speaks of the red cross in relation to American nationalism.  She writes in 
'America' in 1918, 'Are we brave.  Are we true.  Have we the national colour.  Can we stand ditches.  
Can we mean well.  Do we talk together.  Have we red cross'.  One of Fay's possible lovers,William 
Gueydan de Roussel was also affiliated with the red cross and contributed to his Vichy collaboration 
(Will 2011, 171).  Stein and Toklas worked for the Association of the French Wounded where a red 
cross was displayed on Stein's truck.  However, in 1934 the President of the Association of the 
Wounded was Louis Darquier de Pellepoix who was 'a genuine genetic racist' and part of the machinery 
of the Vichy regime (Paxton 1975, 180).     
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it . . .' (1964, 216).  La Croix de Feu like the Nazis perform rituals, rallies and parades.  

La Croix is similar to the term Croix Gammée which means swastika.  The cross is 

also a reference to the double cross of National Socialism.  The burning cross is 

representative of the Ku Klux Klan.  The cross like the swastika is also a phallic fetish 

object that is assimilated into the lesbian body.  Just as the soldier's body must take the 

shape of the phallus for the artist Hans Bellmer, the female/lesbian body must take the 

shape of the swastika.  Bellmar is a German artist whose Father was a Nazi engineer. 

Despite his anti-Nazi position, the images he deploys are ambiguous. The title of his 

piece is called La croix gamahuchée.  Like the Nazi shadow play of objectification 

lesbian embodiment as swastika and a male body are superimposed upon each other. 

Art practice is public display.  The lesbian phallic embodiment of the swastika like the 

gun is similar to the public rituals of the Nazi's and La Croix de feu.  Theweillet views 

the grand public rituals of the Nazis as a 'public staging of the forbidden  . . . of 

flowing desire.  Drives are given an outlet' (1989, 111).  In When This You See 

Remember Me Stein speaks with 'xcitement' of the parade of the Croix de Feu.  She 

says: 

 

 
 

(3) Hans Bellmer, La croix gamahuchee [1946]. 
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My but everything is xciting [sic], here in Belley imagine it they 
had a meeting of 10000 croix de feu and it was organized 
just mysteriously like the Middle Ages a little boy came around 
with a little piece of paper and on it said meet at such a place, and 
there a man with a handkerchief waved them somewhere,  
and they came and they had loud speakers to direct them and 
they had wagons of essence [gasoline] to revital them [for  
supplies]. . .  This is the way revolutions are.  (1964, 183) 

 
Like the phallic rituals and rallies of the extreme right Gertrude Stein also enacts 

the female body as fetish object and salute,  as the lesbian phallus. The Roman salute 

is an embodiment that was adopted by the Italian Fascist regime and later the Nazis in 

1933.  Stein also describes the salute.  She writes, 'a great many people wish to salute.  

The general does.  So does the leader of the Battalion. . .' (1989, 20).  Similarly, 

embodiment for Merleau-Ponty is a gesture that only moves forward and that he must 

perform himself.  He says, 'I cannot understand the function of the living body except 

insofar as I am a body which rises towards the world' (1962, 75).  Yet, Stein's salute is 

a lesbian phallus. 

On the phallus Freud views, this as a symbol that men do not possess.  Judith 

Butler in Gender Trouble sees the phallus as a discursive law that deploys the penis as 

its 'naturalized instrument and sign' (1990, 13).  My argument is similiar to Butler's 

theorization of the lesbian phallus.  Butler using Freud argues for the transferrability 

of the phallus from the penis elsewhere.  Butler argues in 'The Lesbian Phallus and the 

Morphological Imaginary' that 'any number of other things might come to stand in for 

the phallus' (1993, 62).  In the same way, any number of objects/icons stand in for the 

phallus in Stein's embodiment and assimilation of the lesbian body.  However, 

transferability is not necessarily the correct word as Butler also argues that 'the lesbian 

phallus crosses the borders of having and being' (1993, 84).   I believe the lesbian 

phallus is more honest than Freud's denial of the relatedness of symbolization and 

objectification.  The argument by Freud and Butler that the penis does not possess the 

symbolic is the expression of what Zizek calls 'the trauma of the real' (cited in Butler 

1993, 21).   One example of this denial of 'objectivity' by Freud is the abandonment of 

his seduction theory.  The abandonment was due to the fact that he feared that 

acknowledging the truth of the rape of his female patients would harm any claims to 

truth made by psychoanalysis.  In this sense I am arguing that Freud's transferrability 
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of the penis to the symbolic is a denial of 'the real' effects of the penis and other 

objects used.  One of these real effects is the power behind the threat or reality of 

castration. In using the word castration I am employing Freudian terminology as a 

device less connected to its original meaning, in order to speak of the fears and 

domination Freudian symbolism provokes.  According to Butler the closure between 

the symbolic and the real raised by the lesbian phallus permits the threat of castration 

(1993, 84).  The definition of symbolic castration anxiety is the fear of degradation or 

domination.  Hence, the reality of 'castration' is domination and degradation.  Gertrude 

Stein's lesbian phallus as salute castrates women, lesbians, the French and the Jews.  

Likewise, Barbara Will in 'Race and Jewishness' writes of the characters in Stein's 

Melanctha as literary experiments (2006, 507). Will views the characters in 

Melanctha as racial types whereby blackness is associated with 'coarseness, virility, 

stupidity, laziness' (2006, 508).  Hence, one could also argue that black people in the 

United States are also 'castrated' by Stein's salute and writing.  Diner in 'In the almost 

Promised Land' writes '. . . blacks were in America what Jews were in Europe . . . the 

most oppressed, the most despised and the most victimized segment of the population' 

(1977, 74).  

Stein's embodiment is the object of the phantom limb.  The refusal to 

acknowledge the relationship between the real and the symbolic makes limbs phantom 

in the sense that, like the phallus, discourse will not acknowledge them.  Stein's salute 

is a phantom limb not only in the history of Freudian psychoanalytic discourse, but 

also feminism.  In analyses of Stein's work some academic feminists have occluded 

considerations of the disturbing realities of the political and have instead emphasized 

literary form (dialogic). Similarly, the notion that Stein is complicit with Nazism is 

not what one would expect from feminist literary criticism.  Like Stein, Merleau-

Ponty also bears a relation to Weininger as he uses a case study that is similar to his 

law of sexual affinity to support his phenomenology.  According to Weininger's law 

of sexual affinity lesbians were viewed as half male and half female (Cope 1992, 131).  

Similarly, Merleau-Ponty gives the example of a patient that fits this description: 'A 

patient feels a second person implanted in his body.  He is a man in half his body, a 

woman in the other half' (1962, 88).  However, I believe that the degree to which 

Merleau-Ponty's ideas of embodiment can be read as complicit with Weininger or 

fascism also inform Stein's embodiment.  Hence, Stein's salute can also be read in 

terms of the Merleau-Ponty's conceptualization of the phantom limb.  Stein can be 
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read in Merleau-Ponty's embodiment of the phantom limb as her salute is ambiguous 

and a manipulatable object of the in-itself.  Stein's salute is ambiguous as it is both a 

presence which is not given and the actual presence of a representation.  Stein's 

embodiment is doubly ambivalent as her salute is the refusal of repression and 

repression. 

Stein assimilates another object into the lesbian body: the phantom limb.  

Merleau-Ponty sees the phantom limb as 'the presence of representation which should 

not be given' (1962, 80).  This is true of Gertrude Stein's embodiment of the salute as 

Nazi.  Literary discourse calls Stein's performance of a mock salute and her public 

anti-semitic comment before the second world war ingenuine.  Stein stated that Hitler 

should be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.  She also stated on Hitler: 'by driving out 

the Jews and the Democratic and Left element, he is driving out everything that 

conduces to activity that means peace … By suppressing the Jews … he was ending 

struggle in Germany...' (NYT, May 6, 1934).  Yet, at the same time, Merleau-Ponty 

defines the embodiment of the phantom limb as 'the actual presence of a 

representation' (1962, 80).  Hence, Stein's salute as Nazi is also present like the 

objects/icons she assimilates into the lesbian body in her work. 

Stein's phantom limb has multiple ambiguities.  Another ambiguity of the 

embodiment of Stein's salute as phantom limb is repression and its refusal.  Merleau-

Ponty also views the phantom limb as a refusal of mutilation or repression (1962, 81).  

This refusal can be traced to the psychological ideology of Otto Weininger.  

Weininger viewed women as incapable of 'selfhood and genius' unless they were 

'female homosexuals' who were viewed as capable of masculine sex characteristics.  

Weininger says, '. . . homosexuality in a woman is the outcome of her masculinity and 

presupposes a higher degree of development' (1906, 66).  Stein's salute and adoption 

of the misogynist and anti-semitic ideology of Weininger embodies her refusal of 

mutilation and its repression.  Merleau-Ponty also views the phantom limb as 

repression: a manipulatable object of the in-itself.  Merleau-Ponty says: 

  The manipulatable must have ceased to be what I am now  
  manipulating and become what one can manipulate;  
  it must have ceased to be a thing manipulatable for me  
  and become a thing manipulatable in itself. (1962, 82). 

Like Merleau-Ponty, Wilhelm Reich also argues in favour of the repressive 

hyposthesis.  In this way Merleau-Ponty's embodiment of the phantom limb as 

ambiguous is similar to Reich's view on Fascism.  On ambiguity Merleau-Ponty says 
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that the phantom limb is not a representation of the arm, but the ambiguous presence 

of an arm (1962, 81).  In the same way Gertrude Stein's salute is the presence of 

ambivalence: a German Jewish American 'lesbian' performing a salute that looks both 

Nazi and American.  Similarly, Reich argues that fascism 'is confined neither to 

certain races or nations nor to certain parties, but is general and international' (1970, 

30).  This is evident in Stein's positionality as an American author in France who 

supported both the Nazi collaborator Pétain and the Dictator Franco.  On Stein's 

enthusiasm in translating Pétain's speeches and her hope to be published in the pro-

Franco Atlantic Monthly she says: 

  The translating of the Marshal's speeches is a fascinating  
  occupation, I don't suppose the Atlantic Monthly would  
  care to do any introduction which is good and I am  
  going to do an epilogue.  (cited in Rogers, 213) 

On her translation of Pétain's Vichy speeches Stein speaks of the struggle between the 

American dialect with the French and her final victory: 

  It wasn't easy to find the English equivalent for the 'brevitas 
  imperatoria' but the rivalry between the two languages stirs her;  
  now she feels she's going to win, she abandons herself to her  
  subject, to her hero she admires the importance of his words  
  and the significance of his symbol.  (cited in Rogers, 212) 

Pétain is Stein's symbolic - the hero - that according to Barbara Will, Stein 

promotes as the George Washington of France.  The American connection is further 

elaborated by the fact that the Franco-American committee commissioned Stein to do 

the translation.  Similarly, The Bugiste speaks of Stein's translation of Vichy's anti-

semitic policy in the following way, 'It will be an event, this presentation of the France 

of today to America' (cited in Rogers, 213).  Just as national and racial boundaries of 

France and America are violated, so too is the difference between democracy and the 

extreme right.  

The ambiguity of the object of the phantom limb is a metaphor for the further 

ambiguities of Stein's position as an American Jewish writer in France.  It is ironic 

that Gertrude Stein, who is constructed as a 'progressive' writer, first became 

colleagues and friends with Bernhard Fay when he was already aligned with the 

French Catholic Right (Will 2004, 649).  His acquaintances during the inter-war 

period are the people who were to become Vichy: Pétain, Barras, Brasillach and 

Maurras (Will 2004, 649).  Another inconsistency of the Fay-Stein relationship is how 

Fay wrote articles about Stein in the Fascist journal Je Suis Partout.  This was the 
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journal which simultaneously lists the names of Jews who were trying to escape the 

Vichy regime.  It is also equivocal that while Stein was banned from being published 

in France as a Jew, she still translated speeches for Pétain before and after his policies 

resulted in deportations.  From a French perspective how could Gertrude Stein 

translate the speeches of  Pétain after the Vichy regime had, for example, engaged in 

massacres of the French civilian population and razed the French village of Oradour-

sur-Glane to the ground?  Another incongruity is that as a Jew the speeches Stein 

translated for  

Pétain are those specifically announcing Vichy policy of the exclusion of Jews from 

positions of power in the public sphere and the hope for reconciliation with the Nazis 

in the future. Barabara Will who wrote Unlikely Collaborations: Gertrude Stein, 

Bernhard Fay and the Vichy Dilemma argues that Stein's collaboration with Vichy 

occurred too late for her to be concerned with preserving her own survival.  Will states 

that under the protection of Fay, 'neither Fay nor Stein seems to have seriously 

entertained the idea that going to America, and staying there, might in fact be in 

Stein's best interests' (2011, 119).  In an e-mail from Barbara Will to me she said that 

Stein could have gone back to America at any time she liked.  Hence, the incoherence 

that while Stein was translating speeches for Petain in early 1941 in May the French 

police agree to intern 3,600 Polish Jews followed by 1,000 foreign Jews in August.  

This was the start that led to 'the final solution': the murder of 100,000 Jews in France 

according to Paxton (1975, 181).  This also included the assassinations and arrests of a 

thousand Jewish notables and fines of a billion Francs on the Jewish population of the 

Occupied zone (Paxton 1975, 181).  Even before 1941, according to Will, Stein 

supported the Pétainist nationalist perspective where she wrote and gave voice to this 

belief from 1940 till 1943 (2011, 117).  Stein defined herself as a propagandist for 

Vichy where she made plans to write a book for an American audience on Vichy in 

early 1941 (Will 2011, 117).  This book was never published. However, she did 

publish Wars I Have Seen, Paris France, The Winner Looses and 'La lange francaise' 

in the Vichy journal Patrie (Will 2011, 117). It is also ironic that as a lesbian and a 

Jew, Stein would publish in the journal Confluences telling of the whereabouts of 

Jews and Homosexual writers to Vichy (Wagner-Martin 1995, 247).  Another 

inconsistency in the Vichy dilemma is that the recording of the dates and figures of 

deaths of Jews of the French Holocaust are different according to different books.  

The first figures and dates I gave are from Robert Paxton in Vichy France.  While the 
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biography, Favoured Strangers, Gertrude Stein and her Family by Linda Wagner-

Martin, gives October 1940 as the date when Vichy law arranged for the internment of 

foreigners of Jewish race and the establishment of 'special camps' for Jews in France 

(1995, 240).   

Like fascist objects fascism itself is ambiguous: Stein is both monarchist and 

proletariet; high culture and low culture; rentier of a eighteenth century chateau, while 

other Jews at the time were deprived of property.  Similarly, anti-semitic projections 

construct Jews as simultaneously Bolshevik and upper class.  Perhaps one reason why 

Stein was a figurehead of Vichy France was because of Maurras's and Drumont's 

(author of La France Juive) desire to 'transfer anti-Semitism from the academic level 

to the streets'? (Hood 1994, 13).  Stein, at this time, was increasingly gaining a more 

popular mass market for her literature.  Yet, Maurras’s and Drumont's motives are still 

ambiguous as their object of hatred was the Jews. 

One of the most obvious expressions of the injustices and inconsistencies of 

Vichy power in terms of the Fay-Stein relationship was how Fay replaced a Jewish 

worker (Julien Cain) at the Bibliotheque Nationale who was then deported to 

Buchenwald (Will 2011, 151-152).  Later Fay had plans to spend 200 million dollars 

to house Stein's future books and a music library at the BN (Will 2011, 151). 

One object of fascism is death.  The relationship between Stein and Fay is also 

senseless in terms of the murders Fay commits for the Vichy regime.  Fay was 

responsible for murdering 549 French Freemasons (by firing squad, gas chamber or 

captivation), interrogating 6,000 and deporting 989 to concentration camps (Will 

2011, 173).  Fay's murders contain another Fascist ambiguity.  Freemasons were 

viewed as being both the Nazi enemy and similar to or Nazi's themselves.  Part of 

Vichy France's propaganda was the Bolshevik-Jewish-Freemason conspiracy where 

Jews and Freemasons were viewed as causing France's participation in the Second 

World War.  The effects of Bernhard Fay's fichier against Freemasons had far 

reaching effects beyond Freemasonry.  Nazis treated Freemasonry as an opposition 

due to its occult nature, internationalism and association with Jews.  Yet, prominent 

Nazis, George Washington and members of Franco's regime, were also Freemasons.   

Fay published the names of 170,000 Freemasons as a public weapon against 

Freemasons (Will 2011, 172).  He also published the names of 14,600 Masonic 

dignitaries in the Journal Official prohibiting Freemasons from the public professions 

of law, the civil service and the military Vichy (Will 2011, 172).   The result of this 
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was that 3,000 Freemasons lost their jobs (Will 2011, 172).  However, the Anti-

masonic legistlation of Fay would later be modelled on the way Jews were treated 

(Will 2011, 172).  Also, Jews were removed from industry and the professions (Will 

2011, 172).  Additionally, according to Will, 'Fay did denounce many French people 

during the war, including Masons, communists, academicians at the Sorbonne, and 

eleven of his junior colleagues at the Bibliotheque Nationale' (2011, 181). The fascist 

machine of repression effaces religious, National, racial and party boundaries. 

Another object and machine that Stein assimilates into the lesbian body like the 

salute is the Ford motorcar.  Stein writes of her and Toklas, 'we are in our Ford/Please 

me/Please me' (1989, 50).  The Ford is also essential 'Mrs Vettie/It is necessary to 

have a Ford' (1989, 21).  The Ford is also inextricably linked to capitalism, 'Can 

you/Can you/Can you/Can you buy a Ford' (1989, 34).  Merleau-Ponty sees the 

consciousness of the body and the soul being repressed in the body as a machine 

(1962, 76).  He calls the body and the phantom limb the sensory motor circuit.  Like 

Stein's salute this is the 'autonomous current' of 'the refusal of deficiency' as 'the total 

attitude of existence' (Merleau-Ponty 1962, 86-87).  Fascism is also total, as 

totalitarianism.  Stein's incorporation of the Ford (like her embodiment as phantom 

limb) transgresses racial, national and political boundaries as a Capitalist machine.  

Fordism was championed by the Left and the Right in inter-war France.  Both sides 

celebrated the ultra-modern and the rationalization of production.  The extreme Right, 

Stein's 'friends' the Croix de Feu viewed Fordism as a solution to the 'menace' of 

Marxism (Kalman, 104).  Stein's desire to view herself as anti-working class yet 

connected to the machinic is exemplified in such statements as 'Did I say I was a 

mechanic and a chauffer but not of the working classes not of the class of the working 

classes'38 (The Public is Invited to Dance 1917-1929, 105).  In typical fascist form 

small businesses were seen as stagnating to the owner of the means of production as 

industrialist (Kalman 2008, 102).  Ford like the production line of the camps is also 

connected to anti-semitism.  Henry Ford who developed the capitalist machine of 

Fordism published The International Jew: The World's Foremost Problem in 

Germany as an American and was much admired by Hitler.  A transgression of 

national boundaries between Germany and America is also present in terms of 

America’s neutrality toward Germany at the beginning of World War One.  From 

1914 to 1916 the US was on the side of both Germany and the Allies.  Companies 

                                                
38  Similarly, Bernhard Fay's French Nazi lover was also a chauffer. 
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such as Ford became responsible for the huge debt Germany had to pay back to the 

U.S. after World War One.  The international capitalist machine of Fordism is a linear 

apparatus of interchangeable parts like Merleau-Ponty's that is added to product, and 

transgresses the boundaries of democracy and fascism.  However, Stein's Ford is not 

only a capitalist machine, but also a Franco-American nationalistic machine. 

Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas deployed Aunt Pauline, a Ford truck, in their 

volunteer work for the American Committee of the French Wounded in World War 

One.  Her poems and fragments 'The Work', 'The Great American Army' and 'Fasten it 

fat, Aunt Pauline' written between 1920-1922 gives her account of this activity.  Stein 

calls her Ford, Aunt Pauline, 'our machine'.  The machine is 'us' Gertrude and Alice.  

Stein writes, 'we call our machine Aunt Pauline/Fasten it fat this is us, we say Aunt 

Pauline'.  In 'The Great American Army' she defines the military machine as 'plateful' 

and as that which are used in guns.  The female body is described in the same way in 

the poem 'Fasten it fat, Aunt Pauline'.  Additionally, in 'The Great American Army' 

guns are linguistically the same despite language difference.  Stein writes: '. . . the 

Great American army/this is what we say. . . In the world/what do you call 

them/plates/and where do you use them/in guns/the French pronounce it guns/so do 

the English/what do the boys say/can we'.  Similarly, the female body is also 

appropriated as 'plateful' in Stein's lesbian phallic military machine.  On the running of 

this machine Stein says: 'By this we mean we know how much oil we use for the 

machine/splendid/we say are they plateful/girls are/By this we mean that it is 

reasonable to be well fed and they are in France'.  Despite the fact this may be playful 

irony to refer to guns and girls in the same way this metaphor is still part of the whole 

machine.    

Girls’ and boys’ body parts can both be used in guns, this breaching of gendered 

and sexual boundaries in Stein's work is similar to the violation of political 

boundaries. Laura Frost in Sex Drives views literary modernism as associating 

heterosexuality with democracy and homosexuality with fascism where democracy 

(heterosexuality) and fascism (homosexuality) are transgressed.  Similarly, Weininger 

also saw 'no ethical difference between homosexuality and heterosexuality' (Cope 

1992, 138).  Stein brings about these sexual and political transgressions by 

assimilating nationalistic fetish objects such as Husband/Wife/General/Little Jew into 

the lesbian body in Lifting Belly, 'A Sonatina after another', 'F Dearest little sleeping 

baby . . .' and 'I also present to you my complete devotion . . .' (from Gertrude Stein 
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Correspondence Autrespondence with Alice B. Toklas).  Gilbert and Gubar view 

Stein's particular modernist lesbianism as 'relinquishing the roles provided by 

heterosexuality' (1989, 243).  Although in Stein's writing this appears to deconstruct 

patriarchal heterosexuality, these roles also affirm the dominance of gender, 

chauvinistic heterosexual role models and nationalism.  This occurs not only in Stein's 

work, but through her relationship with Alice where Stein embodies the phallus 

(Caesar/Husband/General).   

Stein's phallus is the fascistic object of Caesar.  Caesar symbolizes for Marx, 

after the fall of Napoleon and the Second Empire, nothing more than 'the setting up of 

modern bourgeois society' (Matsuda 1996, 41).  Gilbert and Gubar see Stein as Alice's 

phallus and Caesar. They say, 'as Alice's phallus Stein saw herself as a Roman and 

Julius Caesar and a bridge and a column and a pillar and pure how singularly 

refreshing' (1989, 249).  Stein as Alice's phallus is both singular and pure. 

Caesar as Alice's phallus embodies her relationship with Stein.  Caesar is 

deployed by Stein in terms of his relationship to his wife.  Caesar and his wife is also 

about the public relationship of Stein and Alice B. Toklas.  Yet, this is not just about 

raising visibility of lesbians in the public sphere.  Alice B Toklas who re-wrote Stein's 

writings is also responsible for collaborating with the Vichy regime, such as her re-

writing of Stein's translations of Pétain's speeches for an American audience. Hence, 

Stein rewrites the dominant roles of Caesar/Husband/General and Wife/little Jew into 

the lesbian body in 'Jonas Julien Caesar and Samuel', 'With a Wife', 'A Sonatina After 

Another', 'F Dearest little sleeping baby. . .', 'I also present to you my complete 

devotion. . .' and Lifting Belly.   

Caesar is written by Stein in terms of his relationship with his wife.  In 'Jonas 

Julien Caesar and Samuel' written in 1923 the authoritive male patronyms are paired 

off with their wives.  Stein writes: 'Jonas Julien Caesar and Samuel preferred.  Jonas 

and his wife.  Julien and his wife.  Caesar and his wife'.  Later Stein speaks of all the 

male patronyms except Caesar and his children.  This is finished with with the re-

affirming of 'Caesar and his wife'. 

Written in 1927, 'With a Wife' by Stein affirms the importance of the 

heterosexual couple.  Stein writes, 'With a Wife.  He is with a wife. . .  With a wife 

means doing it altogether . . .  With a wife'.  However, the poem changes to a woman 

doing 'very well with a wife'.  Yet, this later ends again with a male patronynm, 'And 

so did he'.  Stein writes, 'Felicity in spring time with a wife.  She did very well with a 
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wife.  And so did he.  A Jewish wife with her Christian lover.  And so did he.  A 

Christian wife with a Christian lover.  And so did he'. 

Critics of Stein such as Janet Malcolm and Wanda Van Dusen39 argue that Stein 

never publicly mentions her Jewishness or her lesbianism.  However, this is not 

entirely true as demonstrated in her writing.  Interestingly, the Jewish wife is paired 

with a Christian lover.  In relation to Gertrude Stein's protection in Vichy France, 

Barbara Will mentions how 'Stein's ability to pass as a Christian believer--. . . may 

well have contributed to her long term survival' (2011, 128).  Stein was canonized by 

the Catholic church after her death.  Alice B. Toklas, the wife of Stein, changed her 

religion from Jew to Catholic also after Stein died.  However, disturbingly some of 

these Catholic underpinnings were influenced by the 'deepening' of her friendship with 

the Nazi Bernhard Fay (Will 2011, 33-34).   

In contradiction to Stein, another Jewish writer with the uncanny name of Edith 

Stein, who was a Catholic nun and a phenomenologist under Husserl, died in 

Auschwitz at the time in 1942. 

In the context of Stein, however, (who was affiliated with the parties of the 

extreme Right in France), the political doctrine adhered to was the legislation of social 

Christianity and an economic system of corporatism. One leader of such parties was 

Francois de La Rocque of the Parti Social Francais (and later La Croix de Feu).  In 

addition, the monastic setting of the leadership school of Uriage was also located 

closeby Gertrude Stein's chateau in Belley (Will 2011, 132).  The Uriage school was 

the all-male 'knight-monks of Vichy France' who were like the Hitler youth, but 

'politically Catholic' (Will 2011, 133).  Will described the Uriage men as those who 

'adhered to a doctrine of physical toughness, moral probity, and aggressive patriotism: 

authoritarianiam and strict mental and physical discipline were their guides' (2011, 

133).  Stein was close friends with Henri Daniel Rops, a French Personalist 

philosopher who lectured at Uriage.  Rops was also a religious writer who published 

the mutli-volume History of the Church.  Rops was interested in the notion of 'the 

third way' between U.S. capitalism and Soviet communism (Will, 2011).  Similarly, 

for Merleau-Ponty the sexuality of the subject is mediated by the 'alien gaze' of a third 

party (1962, 166).  Perhaps this third party is the Nazi immitators of Vichy France?  

Or the third party of a queer triangle of desire, that which is both heterosexual or 

                                                
39  See Two Lives: Gertrude and Alice by Janet Malcolm and 'Portrait of a National Fetish: 
Gertrude Stein's “Introduction to the Speeches of Marechal Pétain”' (1942) by Wanda Van Dusen. 
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involves heterosexual role play and a lesbian.  Such as the sexual dynamics of 'With a 

Wife' previously mentioned. Stein continues in 'With a Wife', 'what is the difference 

between three. What is the difference between Easter and between three.  What is the 

difference between three Easter and between three.  What is the difference between 

three.  What is the difference between three'.  Dangerously through Rops and 

Bernhard Fay Stein was connected to another General beside Pétain and Washington, 

General de la Laurencie.  His views were similar to Stein's. He was also pro-Pétain 

and  pro-America (Will 2011, 136).  Unfortunately, he was also anti-semitic and while 

Stein was translating Pétain's speeches declaring the exclusion of Jews from public 

places General de la Laurencie was enacting the law (Will 2011, 136-137).  In her 

writing, Gertrude Stein refers to her public position as Caesar (also Husband and 

General) and her relationship to her Wife, Alice as her 'little Jew'.   

In 'A Sonatina Followed by Another', written in 1920 till 1922, Stein writes 

presumably of Alice, 'I would have you sing songs to your little Jew'.  Despite the fact 

that the roles of Wife and Little Jew sound submissive they are still dominant sexual 

and racial types.  In addition for the context of Alice B. Toklas as Stein's Wife, this is 

still a strong sexual role that maintains her own public power.  On Stein's decision to 

live with Alice, Stein writes in the rhetoric of One in Lifting Belly, '. . . when all is said 

one is wedded to bed' (1989, 242).  On Stein's political ideology of the relationship 

between herself as Husband to her Wife (Alice) Stein writes in her Correspondence 

Autrespondence with Alice B. Toklas from 1914 till 1940: 

  What is a husband's duty is to love honour and obey his wife.   
  And a wife's duty is to ax [sic] accept fgraciously [sic] all her 
  husband may offer in the course of his bisy [sic] day.  Have 
  all husbands busy daus [sic] days?  Yes, all husbandq [sic]  
  husbands [sic] husbands hace [sic] have more or less busy days; 
  some more, some less, so more or less they may q [sic] said 
  to be busy.  'F Dearest little sleeping baby . . .'. 

On the Husband's role as General to the wife (Mrs Vuddlewuddlem), Stein 

continues, '. . . a husband’s love is like nothing else in all the world and makes all the 

happiness of Mrs Vuddlewuddlem who hopes however to find maby [sic] ways of 

giving thr [sic] general all the satisfaction he so greatly, erits [sic]' ('I also present to 

you my complete devotion. . .').  'Mrs Vuddlewuddlem' is Alice.   

Similarly, Edith Stein like Gertrude also supports the phallic Caesar and the 

'unchangeable kernal' of his personal individuality.  Edith Stein writes, 'We find not 

only the categorical structure of the soul as soul must be retained, but also within its 
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individual form we strike an unchangeable kernal, the personal structure.  I can think 

of Caesar in a village instead of Rome and can think of him transferred into the 

twentieth century.  Certainly, his historically settled individuality would then go 

through some changes, but just as surely he would remain Caesar'  (1964, 100).  It is 

interesting that Edith Stein locates Caesar in a village as this fits with the pre-

monarchist, agrarian ideology that Stein believed in rural France.  On the 

'unchangable' nature of this individualistic enterprise, what is the point in an eternally 

busy chauvinistic Husband/Caesar?  What does this public role of Husband/Wife in 

the law of marriage mean to women and lesbians in the new millenium?  Especially as 

Stein's public discourse of Husband/Wife only reinforces the extremes of Right wing 

Nationalism?  For example, Stein writes of weddings in her piece 'A Patriotic Leading' 

in 1917 till 1920.  'Verse Three.  We are worthy of everything/that happens/You mean 

weddings/Naturally I mean weddings.  Verse Four.  And then we are.  Hail to the 

Nation' (256). 

Gertrude Stein incorporates the nationalistic fetish objects of Caesar, Husband, 

General and their accoutrements the salute, the cross and the Ford into the lesbian 

body in her work.  These objects stand in as a lesbian phallus and the machinery of an 

ambiguous phantom limb that functions as a metaphor for the fascism of the interwar 

period and Vichy France.  The fetish objects of Husband, General and Wife and Little 

Jew involve the heterosexual role play by modernist lesbians that re-inforce 

patriarchal chauvinism and right wing nationalism.  My research contributes to the 

recent critique of Stein's support of the Vichy regime by Barabara Will in Unlikely 

Collaboration.  Stein's political allegiances have been ignored in the past in Stein 

scholarship.  My work is similar to Wanda Van Dusen's in that I am critical of Stein's 

veneration of national objects.  I differ to Van Dusen as I analyse rare literary texts by 

Stein and use the phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty to characterize and critique Stein 

grounding this in the lesbian body.  In turn, I also critique Merleau-Ponty viewing the 

objectification and masculine bias of his phenomenology as having a phallic quality 

that is similar to Stein's modernist poetic objects.  For the future, how might Merleau-

Ponty be interpreted in poetry from a post-modern perspective?   
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Reading the Phenomenological Body in Working Hot by Kathleen Mary Fallon 

 

This chapter is a reading of Merleau-Ponty in the post-modern era through the 

fiction of Kathleen Mary Fallon.  Fallon's 1986 novel, Working Hot, is written as if 

modernity was in the past tense.  Modernist events and characters are deployed in the 

narrative to critique the decline of modernity up to the present day.  Similarly, the 

concepts of Merleau-Ponty can be read in Working Hot demonstrating this descent.  

Merleau-Ponty's phenomenology like Working Hot is radical and addresses the body 

and aesthetics.  Elizabeth Grosz suggests that Merleau-Ponty is about active bodily 

engagement with objects.  The key concepts of Merleau-Ponty can be read in Fallon's 

active female bodies destabilizing gender, the Cartesian subject, modernity and its 

subject/object dialectic.  These concepts include: the pre-objective body, the body as 

words, the body image and the synthesis of the thing.  In addition, the female body in 

my reading of the synthesis of the thing through Fallon reverses the disembodiment of 

the gaze.  Firstly, I will define Merleau-Ponty's concepts.  I will then give the 

historical context of the reception of Working Hot.  Finally, I will apply Merleau-

Ponty's concepts above to Working Hot. 

I will now define the pre-objective body.  The pre-objective is the 

phenomenological field.  It is a return to the original thing itself (Kullman 1958, 110).  

In this case, the body before the objectification of the second order expression of 

philosophy or science.  Merleau-Ponty puts into suspension the truth claims of 

discourse.  The pre-objective is the moment before the presupposition of science 

which always exceeds itself.  The pre-objective is an experience and a world of which 

the body is central.  It is a radical reflection of unreflective experience as a primordial 

past that is situated in the body (Morris 2008, 112).  According to David Morris our 

body is 'our very way of being in the phenomenal field' (2008, 112).  The body is the 

base of the imaginative process that 'opens the phenomenal field' (Morris 2008, 112-

113).  For Merleau-Ponty the body is an organic inborn complex (Morris 2008, 114).  

An example of pre-objective experience is the inferiority complex which is acquired 

over time through the sedimentation of repression (Dorfman 2007, 145).  The pre-
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objective is the realm before language.  It is the silent world of nature and animals.  

Yet, according to Dorfman our only access to the pre-objective is in 'breaking this 

silence' (2007, 145).   

I will now define the way the pre-objective body differs to Cartesianism.  

According to Merleau-Ponty the abstractions of rational philosophy do not adequately 

account for consciousness and nature (Morris 2008, 112).  The pre-objective body is 

the return to the body before the philosophical divisions of subject/object.  The pre-

objective body reverses Cartesianism.  Instead of philosophical thought coming before 

the body or ontology in Descartes maxim 'I think therefore I am', the body antedates 

thought.  For example, Merleau-Ponty says, 'But I am not in front of my body, I am in 

it, or rather I am it' (1962, 150).  Similarly, the pre-objective body predates the 

geometric abstractions of Kant.  For Merleau-Ponty meaning occurs in the movement 

in practical space of the body's motor intentionality.  Motor intentionality is the body's 

capacity for movement, its directedness toward objects and things.  Meaning also 

operates in the body through the reflexes of the body schema.  This occurs 

unconsciously (for example, the movement of the hand before it touches a tap in order 

to turn the tap on).  Lastly, the pre-objective is not about objective experience.  In the 

previous chapter I read the centrality of the object in the phenomenology of Merleau-

Ponty and the poetry of Gertrude Stein.  In 'The Body as Object and Mechanistic 

Physiology' Merleau-Ponty also speaks of disregarding the object and returning to the 

body in the moment of one's experience (1962, 75).  This is the domain of the 

phenomenal body rather than the objective body.  Merleau-Ponty views the existence 

and movements of the operations of the animal as without objective consciousness 

(1962, 78).  This example of the animal like the reflex of the body is an open situation 

of the pre-objective that does not have an object of knowledge (Merleau-Ponty 1962, 

79).  Merleau-Ponty appropriating Heidegger calls this being-in-the-world (1962, 79).  

Being-in-the-world is the 'indissoluble reciprocity' of the relationship between 

ourselves and the world (Morris 2008, 114).  Kullman views phenomenology as not 

being about the experience of the objective world, but rather the pre-objective world 

and what that means to one's 'perception of objectivity' (1958, 117).  Everything we 

say or do has an effect on the body. 

I will now define the body as words or expression.  The body for Merleau-Ponty 

is the locus of expression.  For Merleau-Ponty a novel, a poem, a picture or a song 

have a physiognomy as human beings (1962, 151).  Expression is inseparable from the 
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thing expressed which is also housed in the body (Merleau-Ponty 1962, 151).  For 

Merleau-Ponty the body is a work of art (1962, 151).  A word is identical to the 

feeling it evokes in the body.  For Merleau-Ponty this is an attitude which he defines 

thus: 

   The word is then indistinguishable from the attitude 
 which it induces, and it is only when its presence 
 is prolonged that it appears in the guise of an 
 external image and its meaning as a thought.   
  (1962, 235) 

Before a word is intellectualized as a concept it is, according to Merleau-

Ponty, 'an event which grips my body, and this grip circumscribes the area of 

significance to which it has reference' (1962, 235).  For example the word 'damp' 

gives a feeling of coldness to the body and a change in the arrangement of the body 

through the body image (Merleau-Ponty 1962, 235).  The mentioning of a word is also 

like the mentioning of a part of the body.  To say the word 'arm' is also to make 

contact with that body part.  Merleau-Ponty defines this process in the following way: 

 . . . when a part of my body is mentioned to me, or when 
 I represent it to myself, I experience in the corresponding 
 part a quasi-sensation of contact which is merely the  
 emergence of that part of my body into the total body  
 image.  (1962, 236). 

It now becomes essential to define the body image.  The body image is what 

gives the individual knowledge of where each of his or her limbs are (Merleau-Ponty 

1962, 98).  For Merleau-Ponty one is in 'undivided possession' of one's body.  The 

body image is the anterior knowledge of the sensori-motor unity of the body 

(Merleau-Ponty 1962, 99).  The body image is what collects the tasks of the body in 

the 'pursuit of its aims' (Merleau-Ponty 1962, 101).  For Merleau-Ponty the body 

image is 'a way of stating that my body is in-the-world' (1962, 101).  Merleau-Ponty 

defines the body image as 'this system of equivalents, this immediately given invariant 

whereby the different motor tasks are instantaneously transferable' (1962, 141).  

Lastly, it is 'what gives motor meaning to verbal orders' (1962, 141). 

I will now define the synthesis of the thing.  The synthesis of the thing like the 

pre-objective body is not about the object of knowledge in the Cartesian sense.  

According to Eric Matthews the Cartesian subject is an inner object separate to other 

objects by virtue of its transparency to itself (2002, 90).  While for Merleau-Ponty to 

have knowledge of the object is to engage with the object in its synthesis (Matthews 

2002, 90).  On one hand the basic definition of a synthesis is what endows an object 
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with its sense of unity.  Morris gives the example of the rolling of a marble between 

the thumb and forefinger (2008, 116).  Yet according to Matthews a synthesis is a 

never-ending process where one experiences one aspect of the object then another 

gradually acquiring knowledge of the object (2002, 90).  The synthesis of the object 

can occur in the synthesis of one's own body.  For example, to feel the marble is also 

to feel the unity of one's hand (Morris 2008, 117).  Merleau-Ponty gives the example 

of the synthesis of the triangle.  He says: 

 The synthesis of the triangle is not because my construction 
 is upheld by a concept of the triangle it is because I perform 
 the synthesis of the new property by means of my body 
 which immediately implants me through a series of definite 
 procedures to arrive once more at an all-inclusive view of 
 space.  (1962, 387). 

The synthesis does not occur in the identity of the object but the thing 

(Merleau-Ponty 1962, 233).  The thing comprises objects and matter mostly in the 

physical sense that we see and use.  The thing is what collects the transformation of 

the object in its synthesis (Merleau-Ponty 1962, 233).  For example Merleau-Ponty 

describes the synthesis of the thing of a picture: 

 I do not here and now effect its synthesis.  I come to it 
 bringing my sensory fields and my perceptual field 
 with me and in the last resort I bring a schema of all 
 possible being, a universal setting in relation to the 
 world.  (1962, 429). 

I will now look at the reception of Working Hot by Kathleen Mary Fallon.  The 

concepts of Merleau-Ponty are radical and are concerned with the body like Working 

Hot.  The historical context of the reception of Working Hot is also one of radicalism.  

Alison Ravenscroft defines this as the challenges postmodernism and the newer 

postmodern feminism presented to older feminism.  For Ravenscroft the older 

feminism was Marxist feminism.  Yet, Working Hot is the story of the lesbian 

relationship between the characters Freda Peach and Toto Caelo.  In this case, for J. 

Steffensen, Working Hot also presents a challenge to orthodox liberal feminists.  In 

the past there had been an exclusion of lesbian and 'perverse' sexualities from female 

sexual discourse.  Older feminist discourse focused on gender as sexual difference at a 

cost to different sexualities.  For example, a lesbian, a gay man and an s & m 

practitioner may be discriminated against regardless of gender. 

However, it was not just older feminism and orthodox liberal feminism that was 

challenged by Working Hot.  More conservative media such as The Sydney Morning 
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Herald in the late eighties also took issue with the text’s open sexuality and radical 

form.  Working Hot is a novel that is also written as poetry without punctuation akin 

to automatic writing.  Megan Gressor in 'Erotica, blowing hot and cold' writes, '289-

page poems about cunnilingus have limited market appeal . . .' (1989, 88).  On Fallon's 

use of new form she writes, 'I expect that this stream of consciousness exposition 

remind us of Joyce, but all too often, . . . read more like Leonard Cohen on Largactil' 

(1989, 88).  

The new postmodern feminism was not only a challenge to Australian feminism, 

but more conservative Australian mores.  According to Ravenscroft the new 

postmodern feminism included the French feminism of Cixous, Irigaray and Kristeva 

that was in conflict with the British and U.S feminism that influenced Australian 

feminism (2001, 75).  Ravenscroft argues that Working Hot engages with 

postmodernism and postmodern feminism in its reconstruction of Australian feminist 

discourse (2001, 75-76).  The new postmodern feminism was concerned with 

remaking desire, sexuality and power.  Ravenscroft says that Working Hot was written 

at a time when debates took place regarding desire, power, representation and 

subversion (2001, 77).  One such feminist debate in the 1980s revolved around 

sadomasochism.  This took place between what was termed sex positive feminists and 

anti-pornography feminists.  This newer feminism that was influenced by such debates 

was concerned with testing the limits of when a text is 'reproducing the violences it 

seeks to disclose' (Ravenscroft 2001, 76).  Colleen Keane views Working Hot as 

having allegiance with postmodern formal interests (1994, 165).  Fallon directly refers 

to Cixous in her epigram to her in Working Hot.  This intertextual reference also 

mirrors the form of Working Hot that transforms the genre of the novel with poetry, 

radio plays, letters and other mixed media.  Working Hot also reflects French 

feminism as the texts form is non-linear and does not follow the parameters of formal 

logic. French  feminism  and  Nicole  Brossard's  writing   practice of   une  fiction  

théorique, a practice that Fallon deploys, both cross formal and gender boundaries.  

For example, une fiction théorique can be critical, lyrical, experimental and 

autobiographical at the same time.  French feminism and Nicole Brossard seek to re-

write genre and new sexualities.  Female sexuality is reconstructed in Fallon's 

experimentation with form in Working Hot.  J. Steffensen defines Working Hot as 'a 

lesbian body/text reconstituted as another sociosexual economy' (1989, 26).  

I will now read the pre-objective body in Working Hot.  Kathleen Mary Fallon 
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deploys the modernist character “Gertrude Stein” in Working Hot who addresses the 

problem of Cartesianism.  “Gertrude Stein” is used to critique the domination of mind 

over matter that the subject/object dualism of modernity encompasses.  The following 

quote by “Gertrude Stein” re-used by Fallon raises the problem of not thinking the 

body in terms of the pre-objective.  Fallon quotes Stein:  

 one thing I've tried to tell people is that there can be 
 no truly great creation without passion if they have 
 not understood it is because they have had to think 
 of sex first they can think of sex as passion more 
 easily than they can think of passion as the whole  
 force of man.  (cited in Fallon 1989, 46) 

This quote raises the problem of Cartesianism, the positing of thought before sex 

or the body.  The pre-objective body is the body before thought rather than thought 

before sex (the body) raised in Stein's quote.  Fallon critiques the Cartesian premise of 

thought before the body (sex) or matter.  After this Fallon criticizes the idea of the 

body as a geometric shape like a box or a machine in need of an instruction manual.  

The phenomenal body is the experience of the body in the moment, the opposite of the 

pre-calculated mechanics of an instruction manual.  Fallon writes, 'it is not a box of 

sex it is not a step-by-step-home-handyman's-how-to' (1989, 46).   

Another form of sexual activity involving the subject/object, master/slave 

dialectic of modernity that is critiqued through “Gertrude Stein” is submission and 

domination.  “Gertie” is mentioned by Toto to speak of the metaphorics of melting 

butter and whipping cream (Fallon 1989, 86).  The whipping of cream alludes to sado-

masochism.  This inclusion of “Gertie” is followed by the sexual activity of Toto and 

another of Fallon's characters Top Value: 

 and with that Toto had the joy of seeing her thrusting 
 her head face down into the pillow moaning stabbing 
 her in the bum and cunt all night the index finger of 
 her mind not so much tired out as wound up like a top. 
 (1989, 86). 

The description of their sexual activity as 'stabbing' indicates violence and Top 

Value's comment, 'I like to be dominated I guess' refers to submission and domination 

(Fallon 1989, 86).  Yet this text is used later to critique sado-masochism.  Toto says, 

'submission and domination are just cheap take-away fast-food versions that make you 

despicable to yourself; it's a perversion of women's phoenix ability' (Fallon 1989, 86).  

Toto views her sexual activity with Top Value as not real sado-masochism.  Toto says, 

'real masochism the true masochist is the one who keeps coming back to 
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mummydaddy for more who knows she will never be satisfied until the hand that 

beats her caresses her . . .' (Fallon 1989, 86).  The text is postmodern as an unresolved 

contradiction is maintained between the implied violence of Toto and Top Value's sex 

act and the hypocrisy of Toto's condemnation of sado-masochism.  However, the 

implied violence of the activity of the female body in Working Hot still engenders a 

critique of the sado-masochism implied in the subject/object relation of modernity. 

The pre-objective body is the realm of nature and animals.  Fallon writes of 

parts of the female body as mountains and lakes.  Fallon writes, 'the mountain I said 

me I said/what part of me you said/my little mountain I said/what's its name you 

said/Mt Clitoris I said/and whats this then/Lake Vagina then I said that's my vagina' 

(1989, 71).  Similarly, female pubic hair is described as the Australian shrub, mulga.  

Fallon writes, '. . . wills wreck themselves wilfully on coastlines of blue eyes beaches 

of skin and the low-lying scrubby pubic hair behind “its just bloody mulga” my Father 

used to say” (1989, 198). 

Fallon uses similar images found in nature to Gertrude Stein to speak of the 

female body.  In both cases women are associated with food.  The first natural object 

is the radish.  Stein writes while referring to her truck as a woman (Aunt Pauline) in 

'Won': 'Thousands of trucks/And hundreds of marines/And in between them/Aunt 

Pauline losing oil/we will see/Can you think about a dish/We will have a 

dish/Radish/That is good as food/And Aunt Pauline will justify herself'.  Similarly, 

Stein speaks of girls in the metaphor of plates or dishes.  Stein writes, 'By this we 

mean we know how much oil we use for the machine/we say are they plateful/girls 

are/By this we mean that it is reasonable to be well fed and they are in France'.  The 

radish is also described by Fallon as another natural object, that of the rose.  Female 

embodiment is a rose yet a phallic vegetable.  Fallon writes, 'a fat marzipan rose/an 

intricate radish rose' (1989, 59).  Fallon speaks of imagining an oral sex act with a 

flower.  This becomes the oral treat of, 'a sex salad' for a 'muff diver dyke' (1989, 59).  

Stein like Fallon also speaks of women in the metaphor of the rose.  The first time 

'Rose is a rose is a rose is a rose' was written in Geography and Plays Rose was a 

woman's name.  Later, in  Stanzas in Meditation: and other poems the rose is a plate.  

Stein writes, 'indeed a rose is a rose makes a pretty plate'.  

Animals play an interesting role in Fallon. The type of animals Fallon uses when 

speaking of the bookshop Shakespeare and Company in France, the same locale as 

Stein during World War 2, are insects.  The purpose of going to Paris is defined as 
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'immoral' and 'to engage in necrophilic associations with dead women writers' (1989, 

222).  On Shakespeare and Company, the bookshop that Fallon calls 'that fetish to 

Culture' Fallon writes: 

   where the Great White Hope has collected these hundreds  
 of books the pale brittle old pages are nibbled by the  
 paper lice the dusty bulk in the hand is found to be  

   riddled with bookworm and the silverfish the silverfish  
   (1989, 222). 

Francoise Dastur in Reading Merleau-Ponty asserts that Merleau-Ponty's 

position on nature is that, 'we can only encounter nature in the very heart of culture' 

(2007, 160). In the same way the lice and silverfish represent the decay of culture 

notably the crumbling of the Great White Hope of modernity.  Fallon compares the 

prospects of a woman coming to France to write as being like 'a Jew hiding from the 

Nazis in a back room in Buchenwald' (1989, 222).  Hence, Fallon uses modern events 

such as the Holocaust and pre-objective animality to critique the decline of modernity. 

We have just looked at how parts of the female body synthesize with nature. 

Now I will discuss how words make contact with parts of the body in Working Hot 

through the concepts of body as words or expression.  This is an active process.           

The parts of the phenomenal body are also important to Merleau-Ponty in relation to 

each other and the wider body politic.  Similarly, parts of the body are also crucial to 

Kathleen Mary Fallon in her writing of Working Hot in terms of how parts of the body 

are affected by words.  Fallon says, 'In Working Hot I was thinking too of the way 

mantras affect parts of the body and I had this idea that each section of Working Hot 

would affect different parts of the body, different chakras if you like' (2000, 97).  For 

Merleau-Ponty he is concerned with the way different parts of the body inter-relate 

with each other.  The following definition of the body by Merleau-Ponty speaks of the 

relationship parts of the body have with each other that is not one of objectification: 

'the outline of my body is a frontier which ordinary spatial relations do not cross.  This 

is because its parts are inter-related in a peculiar way: they do not spread out side to 

side but are enveloped in each other' (Merleau-Ponty 1962, 112).  This description of 

interconnection of parts evokes the clitoris.  Similarly, the clitoris or what Kathleen 

Mary Fallon calls 'the red pearl' is the centre of Working Hot.  The body as words 

inhabit the bearing of bodies, and bodies the bearing of words, through the interplay of 

the voice of bodily means (Merleau-Ponty 1962, 234-235).  For Merleau-Ponty, there 

are no separations between 'expression' and the thing 'expressed'. Words induce the 
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sensible and the bodily inception of the sensible (1962, 151; 235).  This occurs 

through language. Hence, there are similarities between the definition Merleau-Ponty 

gives of the relationship between the individual word and the body and the parts of the 

body with the body image. Not only is the expression of words important to Merleau-

Ponty, so are individual words in their relation with 'the spoken word', the habitations 

of the body, bodily expression and the reserve of thought (1962, 150-151).  Similarly, 

for Merleau-Ponty to merely speak the words that signify a part of the body is also to 

make contact with those parts as 'the emergence of that part of [the] body into the total 

body image' (1962, 236).  Likewise, the words in the fiction of Kathleen Mary Fallon 

embody parts of the female body in Working Hot: A Novel, such as 'the old mons 

venis', 'a tit' and 'a clit' (1989, 84-85).  The character Toto from Working Hot: A Novel 

says:  

   ya wannabit a the old mons venis hey  
   abituvataste uv the old monso venseso she's a nice  
   drop hey wanme ta go fa a bit uv a tit wiv ya 
   clit hey a bit atheoldbluetongue between the 
   leggins lass want a bit uv a tonguin where it counts 
   do ya sheila 
   aw playin possum are we 
   [they're at it again] 
   (1989, 84-85). 

The above quote from Working Hot: A Novel by Kathleen Mary Fallon demonstrates 

the way in which the rhythmic recitation of the materiality of words such as 'tit' and 

'clit' also physically touches those body parts.  The line 'wanme ta go for a bit uv a tit 

wiv ya clit' testifies to the equivalence of 'tit' with 'clit' in the transferability of the 

body image.  When I read, write or speak the writing of Fallon, the parts of the body 

are not objectified one by one, but synthesized within the performance of the body as 

the body (Merleau-Ponty 1962, 234-235).  Fallon propositions, 'ya wannabit a the old 

mons venis?' as an active process of the becoming of the body.  In the work of 

Merleau-Ponty the active body part, or sense of the embodied eye in language 

produces the sense of the poem in language through thought becoming the temporal 

moment of sense.  Correspondingly, Elizabeth Grosz re-reads the conceptualization of 

the body by Merleau-Ponty as active in relation to body parts.  Grosz writes of this 

process: 'it is active insofar as it gives form and sense to its own component parts and 

its relations with objects in the world' (1994, 84).  Similarly, as mentioned the body 

parts in Kathleen Mary Fallon's Working Hot: A Novel and their synthesis are also 

active bodies. The character Toto in Working Hot: A Novel is in a three-way 
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relationship with Peaches and Top Value.  Toto says to Top Value, 'your uretha—and 

when you were bearing down onto my fingers I had three sweet erections and two 

deep orgasms from my fingers up my arm and into my stomach' (1989, 84).  This is a 

depiction of the body image where inside and outside are indistinguishable, the uretha 

is connected to fingers, arms and the stomach in the search for the body's 'new balance 

of its parts' (Merleau-Ponty 1962, 235).  The dynamic body parts pertaining to the 

female speaker not only include fingers, but make body parts such as erections that 

subvert the irreducible unity of the body and the female gendered and sexed subject.  

The body image constantly changes anticipating what can be made possible, brought 

into action and embodiment across mind/body and fantasy/reality.  Like the body parts 

in Working Hot the synthesis of the thing is also an active form of embodiment. 

I will now read the synthesis of the thing in Working Hot.  The synthesis of the 

thing does not occur through objectification in the Cartesian sense of the mind. In the 

transformation of the object in the synthesis of the thing synergy is also involved.  

Synergy is about the inter-communication of the senses (1962, 225).  A basic 

definition of synergy is when the interaction of two or more senses produces a 

combined effect greater than their separate effects. Merleau-Ponty argues that the 

subject of knowledge does not bring about the synthesis of the senses but the body 

(1962, 232).  He provides an example of the movement between 'the disorder' of 

Diplopia (double vision) and 'normal vision' where 'the single object' replaces 'the two 

images' of double vision (1962, 232).  This occurs in the limitation of the body when 

the two eyes 'cease to function each as a single organ and are used as a single organ by 

one single gaze' (1962, 232).  Although this example of synthesis is still singular like 

phallic modernity it is not objectification brought about by the Cartesian subject of 

knowledge.  In this instance, Merleau-Ponty describes the occurrence of the synthesis 

as: 

  when it escapes from dispersion pulls itself together and tends 
  by all means in its power towards one single goal of its activity, 
  and when one single intention is formed in it through the 
  phenomenon of synergy.  (1962, 232)  

Merleau-Ponty takes the synthesis defined above from 'the objective body' and assigns 

this to the phenomenal body.  He defines the phenomenal body as: 

   the body, that is, in so far as it projects a certain  
   'setting' round itself in so far as its 'parts'  
   are dynamically acquainted with each other, and 
   its receptors are so arranged as to make possible,  
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   through their synergy the perception of the object.   
   (1962, 232-233). 

This is perception through the body.  This is a body that is not 'a collection of adjacent 

organs', but 'a synergic system' where all the different functions of 'the organs' are 

'exercised' and interconnected 'in the general action of being in the world' (1962, 234).  

This perception of the body is like the movement of the 'cunt-eye' of Freda Peaches in 

Working Hot: A Novel when she says: 

   the way you die 
   that time on the highway going to Edinburgh with 
   Gizmo and we went within a hair's breadth of a head- 
   on collision with a truck – my body immediately began 
   folding in on itself darkly the dark side up and the 
   most significant sensation was my cunt closing in flaps 
   like the aperture of a camera or the pupil of an eye 
   constricting (I thought of the rose window at Notre 
   Dame in one of its most purple moments) and I was 
   sucking myself up through my cunt gathering myself up 
   into my body and getting ready to shoot out through 
   the top of my head 
   to dive through the top of my head. 
   (1989, 13-14). 

The dynamism of the 'cunt', as 'the aperture of a camera or the pupil of an eye 

constricting' is a metaphor for a synergic system of active female embodiment.  

Subjectivity is sucked up through 'the cunt' and is secondary to the single goal of the 

synthesis of the body: being shot out of the top of the head of Freda Peaches.  Mary 

Fallon uses the phrase 'sucking myself up through my cunt' and Merleau-Ponty also 

deploys a similar description of being 'sucked into' 'an inexhaustible object' (1962, 

238).  He says: 

  But what we in fact have is consciousness of an inexhaustible  
  object and we are sucked into it because between it and us  
  there is this latent knowledge which our gaze uses – the  
  possibility of its rational development being a mere  
  matter of presumption on our part – and which remains  
  for ever anterior to our perception.  (1962, 238) 

For Merleau-Ponty the gaze and the subject are sucked into the 'inexhaustible object'; 

much like the 'cunt-eye'.  The 'cunt-eye' is a phenomenological thing, an absolute 

Other which for Merleau-Ponty is the real.  The clitoris and the parts of the synergic 

system are also the real.  The 'cunt-eye' is real as it offers a novel reversal of 

traditional interpretations of patriarchy understood as the domination of the male 

sense of the gaze over the sensible female body.  The 'cunt' (traditionally the sensible) 
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is a metaphor for the eye enclosing (male sense) within it.   

The pre-objective body read through the fiction of Fallon deconstructs the 

subject/object dichotomy of modernity.  The body parts are not an adjacent collection 

of organs, but are interrelated to one another.  The body has a reciprocal relationship 

with its parts and words.  To feel the words that signify body parts is also to feel those 

body parts.  The body parts in Working Hot are active bodies that deconstruct gender.  

The pre-objective body, the body as words and the synthesis of the thing subvert 

Cartesianism as the body is primary, not the mind.  The female sense of  the 'cunt-eye' 

read through the synthesis of the thing by Merleau-Ponty reverses the traditional 

domination of the disembodied male gaze over the sensible female body thereby 

wrapping around male sense.  The subject of knowledge in the embodiment of the 

'cunt-eye' read through the concept of the thing by Merleau-Ponty is secondary to the 

dynamism of the female body in Working Hot.  Despite Merleau-Ponty's failure to 

consider gender the way his phenomenology read through feminism considers the 

body and subverts traditional gendered constructs should be explored further.  
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Conclusion 

 

Reading Merleau-Ponty in the poetry of Michael Field, Gertrude Stein and 

Kathleen Mary Fallon yields subversive responses whether they are read with or 

against their period of history.  My reading of Merleau-Ponty in Michael Field is 

subversive of the dominant construction of gender in both Ancient Greece and 

Victorian England.  This occurs in both the authorship of Katherine Bradley and Edith 

Cooper as Michael Field and in their poetry. I read the lesbian authorship of Katherine 

Bradley and Edith Cooper in Merleau-Ponty's double vision of the flesh.  For example 

Katherine Bradley describes a vision of Edith in the poem 'A Girl'.  This is a 

complementary vision that moves between the double belongingness of subject and 

object deconstructing the traditional Victorian male viewing subject and female 

object.  With Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper as Michael Field two women enact 

both sides of subject and object.  The Ancient Greek and Victorian construction of 

women as death and men as life is also subverted by the poetry of Michael Field.  In 

the poetry of Michael Field the construction of women as death is turned against itself 

in the torsion of the reversibility of the flesh.  For example Michael Field writes of 

Sappho's lyre: 'To roll the heavy desth from my recumbent lyre' (Long Ago xcix).  

This involves the double negation of 'heavy death' and 'recumbent lyre'. 

For my reading of Merleau-Ponty in the poetry of Stein in the modernist era I 

read Merleau-Ponty as modernist also.  I focus on the sections in Phenomenology 

where the object is important to Merleau-Ponty.  For Merleau-Ponty to look at an 

object is also to inhabit it.  The objectification of the master/slave dialectic was also 

highly influential on Merleau-Ponty's ideas on perception.  He writes, 'in so far as I 

have a body, I may be reduced to the status of an object beneath the gaze of another 

person, and no longer count as a person for him, or else I may become his master and, 

in turn look at him' (1962, 167).  The master/slave dialectic echoes the objectification 

of fascist modernity.  Similarly, Gertrude Stein was writing during the totalitarian 

regime of Vichy France.  In chapter two I argue that the lesbian body is inhabited by 

national objects in the work of Stein.  This includes: the Caesar, the salute, the One, 

the Man, the gun, the war machine (the battle of Verdun), the veteran, the Ford (the 

capitalist machine of Fordism), Husband/Wife/General/Little Jew (marriage as public 

law).  In terms of the relationship between Gertrude Stein as Husband and Alice B 
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Toklas as wife in Correspodence Autrespndence Stein writes, 'a wife's duty is to ax 

[sic] accept fgraciously [sic] all her husband may offer in the course of his bisy [sic] 

day' (F Dearest little sleeping baby).  Hence patriarchal chauvinism is still brought 

into play through Stein and Toklas's heterosexual role play.  Right wing nationalism is 

also venerated through Stein's collaboration with the Vichy regime.  I use and 

simultaneously critique Merleau-Ponty's objectification also viewing this as being 

similar to phallic modernity.  Further analysis of Merleau-Ponty's objectification is 

suggested for further research.  My chapter on Stein is influenced by Barbara Will's 

critique of Stein's collaboration with the Vichy regime.  It is also influenced by Wanda 

Van Dusen's critique of Stein's investment in nationalistic fetish objects. 

While for the second chapter I focus on Merleau-Ponty's objectification for the 

third, I focus on the phenomenological body.  This is the body in the moment of one's 

experience which is not about objectification.  I do this through reading Merleau-

Ponty in Working Hot by Kathleen Mary Fallon.  This is concerned with the 

postmodern era.  The historical context of the reception of Working Hot is the 

influence of postmodernism and postmodern feminism which presented a challenge to 

older more orthodox feminism.  Working Hot destablizes genre and form through 

postmodern experimentation.  The novel takes the form of poetry and drama.  The 

sexuality in Working Hot plays with the limits of acceptability. 

I read Merleau-Ponty's concepts of pre-objective body, the body as words and 

the synthesis of the thing in Working Hot.  The pre-objective body in Working Hot 

addresses the problem of Cartesianism, the sado-masochism of the master/slave 

dialectic and embodies the decline of modernity.  The lice and silverfish in the books 

in Shakespeare and Company are the pre-objective body of nature eating out the heart 

of culture (the Great White Hope of modernity).  The body as words is how when one 

speaks of a part of the body one also makes contact with that body part.  It is also the 

transferrability of body parts in the body image when Fallon proposition, 'hey wanme 

ta go fa a bit uv a tit wiv ya clit'.  Merleau-Ponty is concerned with the way different 

parts of the body enfold each other which is not objectification.  This for Merleau-

Ponty and Fallon is an active process.  Fallon's female bodies actively deconstruct 

unities of gender.  The near death experience of Freda Peaches is the synergic system 

of the 'cunt-eye'.  Here the subject of knowledge is secondary to the dynamism of the 

body.  Merleau-Ponty objectifies and disregards the object.  Merleau-Ponty can be 

both critiqued for his objectification and disregard of gender and also used to assist 
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feminist research. 

In my collection of poetry I write a chapter on Sappho, Gertrude and Alice, 

Virginia and Vita and Djuna.  The collection is influenced by modernist lesbian 

authors.  As with my exegesis I critique Gertrude Stein for her complicity with the 

Vichy regime. I also critique Djuna for her engagement to the man who used to play 

the piano for Hitler. 
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